
. 





CONTQOL UATA C3dPORATION * CHIpPFwA L4RORATORY * CONTROL UATA CORPORATION * 
ONTROL DATA COYPORATIOh * CHIPPEwA LA30IATOIY * CONTe3L DATA CORPORATION + 
NlQOL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEW LAg33RATORY * CONTRli)L OATA CORPORATION + c 
TROL JATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LA30IATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CH 
?OL 94TA CORpOQATI3N * CHIPPEWA L4BO3ATOQY * C3NTROL DATA CORPORATION + CHI 
OL DATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABOQ4TOQY * C3NTROL 3AT4 CORPORATION l CdIP 
L DATA CORPORATION * C~IIPPEWA LABOKAT3RY + CONTROL 3ATA COQPORATION + CHIi'P 

OATA COSPORATXON + CHIPPEWA LABO2ATO;IY * CONTQOL OATA COQPZIRATION + C;HIPPE 
DATA SORPOiii\T ION l CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL UATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEW 
ATA CORPORATIaN * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA 
TA CORPORATION + CYIPPEWA LA30RATORY + CONTROL DATA Z3RPOIATION l CHIPPEWA 
A CO2PORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTR3L OATA S3?P3RATION * CHIPPEWA L 

CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LA 
SORPORATION + C * CHIPPEWA LAB 
3RPORATION * CH CHIPPEWA LAB0 
QPORATION * CYI CHIPPEWA LABOR 
“ORATION + CHIP HIPPEWA LABORA 
ORATION + CdIPp PRELIMINARY IPPEWA LABORAT 
QATION * CHIPPE PPEWA LABORATO 
ATION * CHIPPEW 8300 PEWA LABORATOR 
TION + CHIPPEWA EWA LABORATORY 
ION + CHIPPEWA REFERENSE MANUAL WA LABORATORY 
3N * CHIPPEWA L A LABORATORY * 
N * CHIPPEW LA LABORATORY + 

+ CHIPPEWA LAB LABORATORY * C 
+ CHIPPEWA LAS0 ABORATORY + CO 

CHIPPEWA L4SORATOQY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CON 
CHIPPEWA LA30QATORY * CONTROL DATA CO2PORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONT 
HIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTR 
IPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPdRATION + CHIPPEWA LA3ORATORY * CONTRO 
PPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPO?ATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL 
PEWA LABCRATOQY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABOTATORY + CONTROL 
EWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL 0 
WA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * %ONTROL DA 
A LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL OAT 

L4BORATORY * CONTROL D.4TA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LAgORATORY + CONTROL DATA 
LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA 
ABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL OATA C 
3ORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LAf30RATORY + CONTROL DATA CO 
ORATORY + CONTROL OATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA COR 
YATORY + CONTR3L DATA CORPORATION + CdIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORP 
ATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + (;iiIPPEWA LABORATOiY + CONTROL DATA CORPO 
TORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPOR 
9Ry * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORA 
QY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPORAT 
Y + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATI 

+ CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + SONTRSL DATA CORPORATIO 
+ CONTROL OAT4 CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LASORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 

CONTQOL DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 
CONTQOL OATA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORATOQY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * 
ONTROL DATA COQPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABOQATOQY * SONTQOL DATA CORPORATION * 
NTYOL DATA COQPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATORY + CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * C 
TROL 9ATA CORPOQATION + CHIPPEWA LABOiATORY * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION + CH 
riOL D4TA CORPUQATION 'c CHIPPEWA LABOQATO$Y * CONTROL DATA CORPORATION * CHI 
3L DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEW LA33R4Toqy * CONTROL JATA CORPORATION + CHIP 
L DATA CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABORATOQY + CONTROL D4TA CORPORATION + CHIPP 

L14TA CORPO<ATIOId * ZHIPPEWA LABO2AT3QY + CONTROL DATA COQPORATION + CHIPPE 
I1AT4 CORPOR4TION * CriIPPEWA LAROQATOIY * CONTROL OAT4 CORPORATION * CHIPPEW 
AT.4 CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LABORllTORY + CONTROL DATA CORPO‘?ATION * CHIPPEWA 
TA CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LAgORAToRY + 30NTR3L DATA CORPOQATION + CHIPPEWA 
4 CORPORATION * CHIPPEWA LABO~ATOIY + CONTROL DATA COQPORATION + CHIPPEWA L 

CORPORATION + CHIPPEWA LAUOrlATORY * CONTROL DATA COQPORATJON + CHIPPEWA LA 
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8000 INSTRUCTION FORMATS 6 COO.sS 



INSTRUCTION FOiMATS 

4-bit instruction codes (1 or 3 33rcels) 

F i 1 k 
----------------- 

r I I I 1 
[41414141 
I I I I 1 
----------------- 

F i j K 
-------------------------------- 

1 I I I I 
c414141 20 I 
c I I I I 
--------------------_^__________ 

6-bit instruction codes (1 parcel) 

Fnj n 
----------------- 

1 II I 1 
[ 6 I21 4 I 4 1 
1 II I 1 
----------------- 

B-bit instruction codes (1 or 2 osrcels) 

F 1 k 
----------------- 
c I I 1 
L: 8 I 4 I 4 1 
r I I 1 
----------------- 

F I K 
-------------------------------- 
I I I 1 
[ 8 I 4 I 20 1 
I I I 1 
-------------------------------- 

F = Instruction code 

f = 
X register designators 

for ooerand source 
k and destination 

K = 20 bit constant 

F = Instruction code 

n = 6-bit constant 

1 = X register designator 
for ooerand ,,source 

F = Instruction code 

l,k = X register designators 
for DDerand source 

and destination 

K = ZO-bit orDgram constant 

1-O 



ADO0 INST?UCTION CODES 

dibits/hex. 

0000 00 Program error exit 

0001 01 Logical product of (Xl) aqd (Xk) to Xl 

0002 02 LOgiCal sum Of CX]) ~IJS (Xk) to X] 

0003 03 Logical difference of (Xl) minus (Xk) to X] 

0010 04 Cooy (Xk) to X] 

0011 05 Copy complement of (Xk) to XJ 

0012 06 Shift (X1) left by (Xk) or right if (Xk) is negative 

0013 07 Shift (Xl) right by (Xk) o- left if (Xk) is negative 

0020 08 Floating DP sum of (Xl) 01~s (Xk) to X] 

3021 09 Floating DP difference of (Xl) minus (Xk) to XJ 

0022 OA Floating divide of (Xl) by (Xk) to XJ 

0023 06 Population count of (XK) to X) 

0030 oc Floating OP product of (XI) times (Xk) to XJ 

0031 OD Integer product of (Xl) tines (Xk) to XJ 

0032 OE Progrdm error exit 

ilO. OF Pass 

clock 
periods 

8 

8 

32 

5 

8/3 

8/3 

l-l 



di bits/hex. 

!I100 

0101 

0 102 

0103 

0110 

Dill 

0112 

0113 

IO 

I1 

12 

13 

14 

I5 

I6 

I7 

Transmit k to X] 

Transmit complement k to Xi 

Integer sum of 1x1) plus k to XJ 

Integer difference of (X] 1 minus k to X) 

Unpack coefficient of CXj) to Xk 

Unpack exponent of (X)1 to Xk 

Pack coefficient XK an3 exoonent Xl to XK 

Integer difference 0 - (X4) to Xl 

0120 I8 Begin system call lMTF1 

0121 I9 End system call CMTFI 

0122 IA Block read input channel (Xl) to address (Xk) [MTFI 

0123 IB Block write output chaqnel CX]) from addr.o(k) [MTFI 

0130,” 1c Read channel request to X] [MTFI 

(3131 ID Enter XA from Xk CMTFI 

0132 IE Program error exit 

0133 1F Program error exit 

clock 
periods 

l-2 



clock 
di bits/hex. Periods 

0200 20 ijtore (Xl) data into memory at address K 1 

0201 21 Store (Xl) data into memory at address (Xk) 1 

0202 22 Yead/s tore: data at addr. K to Xl / (X1) to adjr. K 15t 

0203 23 2ead/s tore: data at addr.(Xk) to X) / (XJJ to addr.(Xk) 15t 

0210 24 9ead data at address Y to X) 

0211 25 iiead data at address (Xk) to XI 

0212 26 iiead program at absolute address K to XJ 

0213 27 !?ead program at absolute address (Xk) to Xl 

0220 28 ?ead program at absolute address P + K to Xl 

0221 29 Transmit P + K to Xj 

0222 2A Transmit Y to Xl 

0223 28 Transmit XA to X] 

0230 2C Set interlock flags from XK (IPF) 

0231 2D Clear interlock flaqs from Xk LIPF) 

0232 2E 2ead interlock register to XJ 

11233 2F ?ead internal Clock to X) 

15+ 

15+ 

15+ 

15+ 

15+ 

3 

2 

2 
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dibits/hex. 

0300 30 Jumo to P + K 

il.501 31 Set (Xl) = P and call Subroutine at P + Y 

0302 32 Jump to P + K if (Xl) in range 

0303 33 Jump to P + K if (X1) not in range 

clock 
oeriods 

7-la+ 

7-la+ 

3-7-la+ 

3-7-la+ 

0310 34 Jump to P + Y if (X)1 is equal to zero J-7-18+ 

0.311 35 Jump to P t K if (Xl) is not equal to zero 3-7-1St 

0312 36 Jump to P t K if CXJ) is oositive J-7-18+ 

0313 37 Jump to P f 4 if CXJ) is negative 3-7-la+ 

0320 38 Set (Xj) = P and call subroutine at K 74at 

0321 39 Set (X)1 = P and call subroutine at (Xk) 7-iat 

0322 3A Set (X]) = P & call lio. routine at addr. K [clear PRFI its+ 

0323 38 Set (X)1 = P F, call lib. rout. at addr.o(k) [clear PRFI la+ 

0330 3c Subroutine exit to (X)1 + k 

0331 30 Library exit to (X)1 + k [set/clear PRFI 

0332 3L Jump to K 

0333 3F Exchange exit 

7-la+ 

18+ 

7-la+ 
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di bi ts/hex. 

103x 40 Save lotier (Xl) for n Dits 

101x 44 ‘3la7k lower (Xl) for n bits 

102X 48 Left shift (X1) by n bits 

103x 4c Right Shift (X)1 by n bits 

LLXX 5x Integer sum of (Xl) oltis K to Xi 

12Xx 6x Integer sum of (Xl) PIJS (Xk) to Xi 

13xx 7x Integer difference of (Xl) minus (Xk) to Xi 

zoxx 8x Floating sum of IX]) plus (Xk) to Xi 

21xX 9x Floating difference of tXj) minus (Xk) to Xi 

22Xx Ax Floating product of (Xl) times (Xk) to Xi 

23xx Rx Branch backward i words if (Xl) < (Xk) 

30xX cx Read data at address (Xl) t K to Xi 

31xx Dx Read data at address (XI) t Xk to Xi 

32xx EX Store data at address (Xl) t K from Xi 

33XX Fx Store data at address (X)1 t (Xk) from Xi 

c I ock 
aeriods 

2 

2 

3 

3 

8 

t? 

813 

3-7-Ia+ 

15t 

15t 

1 

1 
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Part 2 

SYSTEM ~ESC?IPTION 



4+i4*4444,444444444i44~~44**4 4 4 * 4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* 

* 

4 

* 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

+ 

4 

4 

4 

* 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

_------__-- ---- 

r 1 ----------------- 

; PKJCESSOR ; C 
1. I<- - - - - - - - - - - - - ->[ 

[ PO I I 
I I\ [ 
--------------- \ [ 

\ 1 
\ [ 

--------------- \ c 
[ 1 \ [ 
1 PROCESSOR ]<- - -\- - - - - - - - - - ->[ 
[ I\ \ I 
I PI 1 \ \ [ 
[ 1 \ \ [ 
--------------- \ ----me------- c 

E Interlock 1 [ 
L register 1 I 

--------------- / ------------- 1 
[ 1 / / 1 
I PROCESSOR 1 / / 1 
[ I/ / I 
1 P2 I<- - -/- - - - - - - - - - ->[ 

c 1 / [ 
--------------- / [ 

/ I: 
/ I 

--------------- / I 
1 I/ 1 
I PROCESSOR I 1 
1 I<- - - - - - - - - - - - - ->[ 
1 P3 1 [ 

MEMORY 

(64 Bits) 

25bY words 

64 

Ba?ks 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

I 1 ----------------- 
--------------- A 

I 
V 

-_--------------__-_--------------------------- 
I 1 
[ I/3 1 
c 1 

8600 --------------______--------------------- ---e-e 

COMPUTE? A A A A 

I I I I 
4r444444 414 4 4 4 4 4 4 414 4 4 4 4 4 414 4 4 4 4 4 414 

I I I I 
V J V V 

4 4 

iF 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

i 

+ 

+ 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* 

4 

* 

i 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

l 

4 

4 

+ 

+ 

4 

* 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

l 

4 

4 

4 4 

------------- ----^------ ---------- ---we----- 

<- --> c 1 1 1 [ 1 [ 1 
c 1 [ MAIYT. 1 [ t3ULK 1 [ DISK 1 

PtRIPHERAL <- ->C I/O 1 r CONTROL 1 [ 1 [ 1 
[ 1 c UNIT 1 [ MEMORY 1 [ FILES 1 

QUIPYENT <- - [ STATION I I 1 [ 1 [ 1 
[ 1 ----e-e---- ---------- ---------- 

<- ->I I 
------------- 

Fig. 2-l 8500 SYSTEM 
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INT50DIJCT ION 

The 9600 system is a multi-processor system dith four 8000 orocessors 
sharing a common 25bK b4-bit vtord memory (f iqiire Z-1). The processors 
communicate with an I/O station, maintenance control unit (YCU), bulk 
memory 9 and disk files through the common memory via sixteen independent 
I/O channels. The I/O station (tyoically a 5000 station configuration 
or a 7000 I/O station 1 handles all I/3 operations. 

E.ach of the four 8000 processors is an independent comoutation unit 
including arithmetic units, sixteen 54-bit ooerating registers, and 
a twelve word instruction stack (figure 2-Z). Part 1 of this manual 
lists the instruction repertoire for the 8000 processorsV and Part 3 
provides descriotive information for each instruction. Each processor 
executes programs or program segments storerj in the common memory upon 
command or assignment by the operating system software or Programs 
operating under the control of the Operating System. The 8500 operating 
syste,n software wi II be described in a separate manual. 

8600 System Parameters 

8000 Processor Unit (13 modules) 
- b4-bit internal word 
- binary computation in fixed ooint and floating point format 
- twelve word instruction Stack 
- synchronous internal logic with 8 nanosecond clock period 

(clock frequency variable in 5% increments by MCU program) 

Memory (66 modu I es) 
- 25bK words of linear select memory l’ot-bit words) 
- 64 independent banks 
- 4096 words per bank 
- 250? nanosecond read/write cycle time 
- 8 nanosecond per word maximum transfer rate 

I/O Sectio? (8 moaules) 
- 16 channels 
- each channel full duplex 
- 40? nanosecond per 64-bit word maximum transfer rate 

The 8600 system is the result of a development program to orovide computing 
capacity substantial Jy beyond that of the 7600 systems. By using the 
multi-processing capabilities of the 8000, commutation in the 8600 is 
expected to average ten times as fast as corresoonding computation in the 
75ilO system. The 8600 is not machine co3e compatible with 7500 systems. 

The RbOO is ohysical ly packaged in 123 pluggable modules (6” x 8” x 2.4”). 
There are 1.3 modules in each of the four 8000 processors, 66 modules in the 
memory, and 8 I/O modules. In the manual sections which follow, the system 
ooeration will be described in terms of module functions when practicable. 
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* Floating divide 
* N3rqalize 
* Initial shift 

* Population count --------------- 

--------------- [ 1 
[ 1 --- [ FLOATIiJG I 

- -- [ FLOATING 1 I I 403 1 
1 r DIVIDE 1 c r MDDJLES I 
i [: MODULES 1 [: [ FA I 
[ [ DA 1 E --------------- 
c --------------- [ FD 1 
1 33 1 ---------------- 
--------------- A 

A I 
1 I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
I I 
I I 
6 r 
4 :: 
I I 
I I 

V V 

--------------- 
[ 1 

--- [ FLOATING 1 
[ [ MULTIPLY 1 

--- 1 1 MODULES 1 
[ I C MA 1 
[ 1 --------------- 
[ 1 YE3 1 
I: --------------- 
[. MC 1 
--------------- 

A 
I 

- - - - a - - 
I 
I 
b 
4 
I 
I 

V 
--------------- 
C 1 * 16 X registers 

--- r ?EGISTE? 1 + Shift 
c c ?lODlJLES 1 + Boolean 

M-B I 1 bits 1 * Mask 
I I [ RA O-15 1 + Pack/Unpack 

-mm [ [ _________-_---_ i Long add 

1 I I Rf3 16-31 1 * XPW register 
c c ---------------- 

YEMORY<- - - - 64 - - ->I I RC 32-47 1 
[: ----------------- see 
r SD 48-63 1 Fig. 
------------------ 2-5 

-----w---e----_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

1 INSTR. 1 (: INSTR. 1 
c WORD 1 see I ADDRESS 1 see 

MEMORY - -64- ->[ STACK 1 Figs. MEMORY<- 20 - ->[ STACK 1 Fig. 
1 MODULE 1 z-4,5 SA C MODULE I 2-4 
[ IW 1 [ IA 1 
--------------- --------------- 

* 12 word IWS 
* RA adder 
* P register 

+ Instr.addr.stack 
+ P register 
+ CIW register 
* IPT register 

Fig. 2-2 8000 PROCESSOR 
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4000 PR3C;SSOR 

Instruction Word Stack F, Instruction 1133 ress St3ck Modules (figs.Z-3, 2-4) 

The instruction word stack (IWS) contains twelve 64-bit registers which hold 
program instruction words for execution. The instruction Stack information 
is essentially a moving window in the orogram code. Each new word entered 
in the IWS is entered from memory two words ahead of the program instruction 
word currently being executed, and at the same time the oldest previously 
executed instruction word in the stack is discarded. The IWS allows the 
program to branch back to previously executed instructions stil I in the IWS 
without referencing memory. 

It may be necessary in program code to occasionally complete a 64-bit in- 
struction word with one parcel pass (0033) instructions. This must be done 
to avoid starting a two parcel instruction in the fourth Parcel of an in- 
struct ion word. One parcel pass instructions are also used to pad out an 
instruction word so that the next ihstruction wit I be the first Parcel of 
an instruction word (this is necessary for branch entry poists because a 
branch instruction destination address must begin with d new word). 

Program instruction words in memory and the IWS are divided into four 16- 
bit fields called parcels. An ROJO instruction may occupy either 1 or 2 
oarcel s. l-parcel instructions consist of a 4, 6, or 8 bit instruction 
codes and two or more designators (i, J9 k). In Z-parcel instructions, 
the k designator is expanded into a ZO-bit operand K (see page 1-O for 
information on instruction word fo-mats). 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
r 16 I 16 I 16 I I.6 I 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
E 32 I 32 1 

I 16 I 32 I 16 1 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
[ 16 I 16 I 32 1 

[ 32 I 16 I lb 1 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

Instruction Combinations in Memory and IWS 

64-bit instruction words are read UP o7e at a time from the instruction word 
stack IWS into a 64-bit current instruction word register CIW. From the CIW 
each instruction word is gated one parcel at a time to the 16-bit instruc- 
tion parcel translator IPT where each oarcel is interoreted for execution. 
Tne IPT controls all of the data transmission paths between the sixteen oper- 
ating registers and the arithmetic units contained in the four register 
Toifclles and seven functional unit nodales (f ig4re 2-2). 
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---^------------- 

[ IAS I 
I Shift Control 1- - - - - - - - - - 
----------------- I 

I I 
w I 

----- shift stack ------> I 
------------------------------------- d I 
I I IAS I 1 i I 

INS A [ I instruction address stack I 1 s I 
from -->E I 12 ranks of 20-bits I I-, c I 

IW [ II I I 1 a I 
module ~11110109 08 07 06 05 04 03 O2lOllOOl r I 

------------------------------------- d I 
III I I I I I I I II V 

v v v u v u u u u \/ u u *******+********* 
------------------------------------- * IWS * 

C 1 * Snift Control * 
-->[ P/IAS Coincidence Test 1 ***+************* 

I [ 1 I 
I ------------------------------------- I 
I 
I w-v 

III 
------------ I 

P 1 u 
i Register 1 I 
r 1 I 
------------ I 

A I 
I I 

----- I 
1 I 1 u 
---mm I 

A A I 
/ \ I 

/ \ / 
:!r anch \ / 
address Incre- 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I U 

I ------shift stack---> 
I ************************************* 

I * I II Ill* j 
I 64-bit * I IWS I* i 
I word c I instruction word stack I* s 
I from --->* I 12 words I *-> c 
I SM c II 64-bit words I I * 3 
1 module + I I I I I I * I- 
I ~11110109108 07 06 05 04 03102101100+ d 
I l ************************************ 

u I I I I I I I I II11 
---------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘b 0 
C Select 1 /I /I /I /I /I /I /I /I /I /I /I /I 
C IWS I- --> - I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I 
r Rank 1 u u u u u v u v v u u v 
---------- ----------------------------------------- 

I CIW 1 
I 16 bits > 16 bits > lb bits > 16 bits 1 
----------------------------------------- 

I I 
I I 

from ment P I 
<4 S Rtj I 
nodules I 

V 

----------- 0 0 
[ CIW 1 /I /I 
1 parcel J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I- - - - - - 1 

I Select 1 V U 

1 = or ----------- --------------- -------------- 

C 1 1 IPT 1 
i\ = an3 C K I<-C-I instr.parcell 

[ 1 I translator 1 
--v-e 1 ?iLl bits 1 1 16 bits 1 

1 = IA module --------------- ------^------- 
--e-m 
***** 
'G * = IW module 
cs *** 

Fig. 2-J IA an3 IW MODJLES - IWS and CIW Control 
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------<------------------ ------ <-e--v-- XA bits 05-12 
I __----------- from liC module 

IAS I \ IFA t 1 / 
A I ---bits--- c--\ Adder /<----- 

l -em I I 00-19 ------- I 
I I I I I I 

---e-------w , " v " ___-----___-------------------- 

[ 1 I ---------- [ IFA 1 
[ NSA I I C select I-->[ Register I 
[ 1 I ---------- I 2U bits 1 
------------ I ------------------------------- 

A I I I 
I I bits bits 

--------------- 00-19 OS-19 
[ p registers I--------------------- l V 

I in 1 ------------ I I --w-- 

[ IA b IW mod.l- I I I I S, I<----- XA counter 
_-------------- I I I I ---w- bits 00-04 

A I I I I I IA module 
I V V v V V 

---------- --------_ -----___- -------------------- 

[ select I \ Ptl / \P-i/ [ select 1 
---------- -e-M- ----- -------------------- 

A A A I I 1 
I I I I I I 
I I --a----- l I 
I ---------------------- I 
I I 

3r anch address I 
from --------------------- I 

4A ri RB I I 
modules V V 

----------------------------- 

-------- c select 1 
/ I ----------------------------- 

/ I I I 
/ I bits bits 

/ V 08-19 00-07 
/ -----s- I I 

YA -->I: F, 1 I I 
bits 08-19 I ------- I I 

from I I I I 
RC 6, RD I V V I 

,nodu I es I ------------------------ I 
I \ RA / I 
I \ Adder / I 

data s--w- \ bits 08-19 / I 
storage--->[ 1 1 ---------------- I 
reference m--e- I I 

rlrouo A V V 

I -------------^--------------------------- 
PRF [ ZO-oit 1 

1 Storage Address iegister 1 
I 19 OR I 07 00 1 
------_-----------^---------------------- 

I 
V 

to SA module 

Fig. 2-4 IW MODULE - Sto-age Address Components 
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Register Modules (figure 2-5) 

X registers 

16 X registers are the operating registe-s for each 8000 processor. They 
are individually designated in this manual by di-bit symbols X00 thru X33. 
Tnese registers are each 64 bits iq length and serve as operand source and 
destination registers, operand address registers, and indexing registers. 
Each register is a clear/enter tyoe register with gated clock pulse cont- 
ro I. i)ata will remain in an X register until a control condition generated 
in the X register access contra1 unit specifically gates a clock Pulse to 
clear the data and enter new ,data. At most one X register can be cleared 
and entered tiith new ‘data at tne e?d of any given clock period. 

Communication between the X registers and the arithmetic networks involves 
a substantial merging of 64-bit data oaths and distribution of 64-bit data 
Paths. Almost every arithmetic network has at least one data oath to the X 
registers and ohe data oath from the X registers. The floating point mod- 
ules have multiple 54-bit oatns. The nerging and distribution functions 
are Performed in 64-bit static networns oreceeding and following the X reg- 
is ters. 



-_------ -- -- ---- -------- 
[ XPC+! register 1 
1 mode cond, KA XA FL I 

(Xl) P (Xk) (-Xk) Y k -k rn,-3sh 
I I I I I I I I RTS IPF K XA 
I I V V v v v v I I I I 
I I -_-------------------- V V v v 
I I [ 64-bit 1 ^---------------- 

I I 
I_O”e’al”_‘e”~‘!e’_“-~ 

[ ZO-bi t 1 
I I [ oarameter reg.1 
v v I ----------------- 

- - floating ad3 
I moddIe 
I 
I - fl. multiply 
I I modu I e 
I I 
I I f I. ‘divide 
I I I module 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
1 I I 
I I I 

---------------------- I --------- ------- I -------- , 1 1 

[ 64-bit 1 I [integer] [shift] I I: pacK/l I I I 
C operand register A I I [ adder I [ 1 I Eunpackl I I I 
---------------------- I ----a---- -m-w--- l -------- 1 1 1 

I I I I I I I I I 
boo I ean I I I I I I I 

V V V V V V v v v 

static merge networks 
1 
]<-- memory 
I modu I es 

------------- I 
[ X register1 I 
[ access ]- - - - - - - - - ^ - - -rJ 

1 control I I 
------------- v 

I I I I I I I I I 1 RA module 
c I I I I I 1 I 1 bits 00-15 
e-e -- -- 15 - -- --- 
[ I I I X registers I 1 RB module 
c I I I I 1 bits 16-31 
--- -- -- we 64 bits - -- w-s 
[ I I I I 1 RC module 
c I I I lr I, k I 1 bits 32-47 

[ I I I I I I 1 RD module 
~00101102103110111112113120121122123130131l32l331 bits 48-63 
------------------------------------------------- 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
V \I v v v v v v w v v v v v u v 

------------ ---------------------------------------------- 
: Xs,E),Xk 1 C 1 
[ selectionl--->l static distriDution network 1 
[ control 1 I 1 
------------ -----------^---------------------------------- 

I I I 
xs )o Xk 
I I I 

V \I V 

Fig. 2-5 iiEGIST’Y VZIDLJLES RA, RB, ‘iC, RD 
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X RESE?VAT ION FLAGS 

There is a reservation flag for each of the sixteen X registers in an 8000 
r)r ocessor. dhen set, the flaqs remain set until specifically cleared. 
Set and clear conditions can never both exist in the same clock period. 
al I X reservation fla,;ls are farced clear on dead start. 

h’hen the instruction parcel translator (IPT) issues an instruction parcel 
which designates an X resister as the destination register, the reservation 
flag for that register is set. This flag prevents subsequent instructions 
from reading the contents of the X register until new data nas oeen trans- 
mitted to the register. The contents of an X register is always read one 
clock period after instruction issue, therefore the reservation flag is 
cleared 1 clock period before new data is transmitted to the register to 
allow subsequent instructions to read the new data as soon as it is 
available. 

Example: 

I<-- CPO --> I<-- CP1 -->I<-- CPZ -->I<-- CP3 ---> 1 

^------------------------------------------------------- 

1 Instr issue, etc.1 Read X30, etc. I New data to X.30 1 
[ Set X30 flag I Clear X30 flag I 1 
-------------------------------------------------------- 

Instruction A 
---------------------------- ---e- 

[ Instr issue, etc.1 ?ead X30, etc. 
1 Set X12 flag I Clear Xl2 flag 
------------------------------ ----me 

Instruction i3 
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?A,2B,SC,?D nodules ?A,?B,RC,<.J #nodules 
X1 register Xk register 

I I 
v w 

------------ ------------ 
I 54-bit 1 [ 64-oit ‘I 
[ Xi input 1 comDlement ->I Xk inDdt 1 
[ register I E register 1 
------------ ---_ -------- 

I I 
I I 

V V 

--------------------------------- 

[ Pre-add Shi f t Network 1 
I two 96-bit operand registers I 
--------------------------------- 

I 
I 

V 
--------------------------------- 

1 97-bit Add 1 
c operation I 
--------------------------------- 

I 
I 
V 

--------------------------------- 
l Significant Bit Position 1 
I: Oeterminatlon 1 
--------------------------------- 

I 
I 

V 
--------------------___________^_ 
[ 96-bit 1 
E Normalize Shift 1 
--------------------------------- 

I I 
I I 

V V 
-------------------- -------------------- 

c Single I I Double 1 
[ Precision Besult 3 t Precision iesult 1 
-------------------- -------------------- 

I I 
I I 

V w 

Xi register X] register 
RA,RR,RC,RD morlules RA,RB,RC,RD modules 

Fig. 2-6 FLOATING AU0 MODULES FA, FR 
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RA,R9tSC,??Ll modules RA,YB,RC,%D modules 
Xl register Xk register 

V V 

_-------------------------- _-------------------------- 

V V V V v V v V 

bit bit oits bits O-47 bit bit nits bits O-47 
63 62 43-61 coefficient 63 62 48-61 coefficient 

s i gn range exponent I sign range exoonen t I 
I I I V 

I I I ------^------------------ 

I \ V V V V 

I \ --------------_- --------_-- ---e--s---- ---w-w----- 

i Xk \ Xk (: X] bits O-47 1 I Xk 32-471 [ Xk lb-311 [ Xk O-15 1 
I sign I ranye [ comr>lement 1 1 compl. 1 [ conol. 1 I compl. 1 
I I I I [ if neg. 1 [ if neg. 1 [ if neg. 1 [ if neg. 1 
v v V V ---------------- ----------- -w--------- --e--w----- 

------w-- --------- I I I I 
1 form 1 [ form I<--0verfI. I 3rd pass 2nd oass 1st pass 
[ result1 I resul tl V V v V 

[ sign 1 [. range 1 --__----------------__________________^_----- 
-----w--e --------- / / 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

/ / form 16 X 49 / 
/ / logical products / 

/ / of matrix Junctions / 
/ / / 

/ --------------------------------------------- 
/ 

/ 
/ Xl Xk 

I exponent exponent 
I I I 
I V v 

I -------------------- 

I [ inhibit if 1 
I [ integer multiply 1 
I -------------------- 
I I I 
I V v 

I --------- --------- 

I[ Xl 1 I Xk 1 
I C 48-52 1 [ 48-52 1 
I 1 compl.1 1 comol.1 
I [if neg.1 [if neg.1 
1 --------- --------- 
I I I 
I V V 

I -------------------- 
I 1 Xl exe.+ Xk exp. 1 
I c + 48 if DP I 
I ------------------- 

I 
V 

------------------- 

1 1st level add I<-- 
E of bit products 1 I 
__----__----------- 2nd & 3rd 

I I I pass 
V ---we- 

------------------- 

[ 2nd level add 1 
[: of bit products 1 
------------------- 

I 
v 

--^---------------- 
E 3rd level add 1 
C of bit products 1 
------------------- 

I 
V 

----------------------------------------- 
C 96 bit coefficient result register 1 
r (left shift 1 for FP normalize) 1 
__---_-_-_-_----------------------------- 

i I I I I 
sign range exponent oits 48-95 bits O-47 bits O-63 
oit bit bits 48-6 1 single prec. double prec. integer mu 
cl3 62 I I I I 

I I I I I I 
Xd Xd Xd Xi ii) Xl 
V V V V V V 
m--w- ----------------------Ra,f~g,~C,RD modules--------------------- 

Fig. 2-7 FLOATING MULTIPLY MODULES MA, MB, MC 
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8600 MEMORY 

Tne overal I organization of the 8600 memory is shown in figure 2-10 on 
the foi lotting paqe. Storage addresses arrive at the storage address 
stacK (SAS) from the IW module. The storage access control (SAC) unit 
determines the oriority of storage access requests when two requests 
occur simul taneous ly. SAC also controls the entry of addresses into 
the storage <address stack (SAS). When tne SAS data backs JO because of 
memory conf I ic ts, the SAC stops instruction issue until the conflicts 
have been reso Ived. 

The storage word stack (SWS) is a buffer area for b4-bit data words 
which are to be written into memory. 

The 64 memory bank modules provide a linear selection type core memory 
with a total caDacity of 256K words of 64-bit length (K = 1024). Each 
64-oit word is addressed separately. The memory is arranged in 64 banks 
(one bank per memory bank module) of 4K words each. Each bank is 
independent of the other 63 banks. 

The maximum data transfer rate between memory as a unit (64 oanks) and 
other oarts of the system is one word each clock Period. Each memory 
bank has a nine?? clock period access time from arrival of the storage 
address to readout of the GS-bit word. The total rea:d/write cycle time 
for a memory bank is 32?? clock periods. In random addressing of 
memory by all four processors for program data, instructions, and input/ 
outout channel data, an average rate of 10 to 15??? memory banks in 
operation at one time is anticipated. 
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gA,$!3,IC,RD 
nodules 

IW 
aodtiles 

I/O 
IQ module 

I 
I 
20 
I 
v 

?O IW ---2o--> --------------- 
I STORAGE 1 

PI IW ---2o--> c ACCESS 1 address 

PO < ---64-----j 

PI < ---fj4-----1 I/O 
P2 < ---54-----1 A 
P3 < we-64-----l I 

I I 
PO < ---bf+-----l 68 
Pl <---64-----l I 
P2 c ---54-----l I 
p3 <---6i+-----l I 

A n 
I read I 
I data I 

--------------- 

c 64 1 
-C MEMORY 1 
I[ BANK 1 

-II. MODULES I 
[EE MM0000 1 

-[[--------------- 
[[I MM0001 1 

[ CONTROL I------- 12 --B--e---> -[[ --------------- 

P2 IW ---2o--> I STORAGE 1 
L SA ADDRESS1 

P3 IW ---2o--> --------------- 

I 
I 
I 

go write 
I 

V 
PO X reg --64-> --------------- 

C STORAGE 1 
Pl X reg --b4-> I WORD STACK 1 write data 

1. F PARITY I---- 58 ------, 
P2 X reg --b4-> [ GENERATE 1 

I SW MODULE 1 
P3 X reg --64-> m.----------e--- 

A 

[EC MN0001 1 
-[[ ------------- -- 

[II MM0003 I 
-[[--------------- 

I[[ MM0010 1 
-[[--------------- 
[El MM0011 1 

-[[--------------- 
Iit MM0012 ?I 

-[[--------------- 

rrc . . . . 1 
-((--------------- 
I[[ MM0321 1 

-[[--------------- 
[C[ MfI0322 1 

-[ [ ------ --------- 
111 MM0323 1 

I 
64 

I 
I 
I 

I/O 
IQ module 

-f[--------------- 

I[ MM0330 1 
-[[--------------- 
CII MM0331 1 
[[--------------- 
It MM0332 I 
I --------------- 
[ MM0333 1 
--------------- 

Fis. 2-10 8500 MEMORY 
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SW module SA module 
via MM module go write 

I I 
68 I 

I I 
w v 

SA module 
vi? MM module 

I 
12 

I 
V 

_--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -----a- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

1 b8-bi t I 4 1 
[ write register I spares I 
----------------------------- 

I 
I 

72 
I 
I 

V 
--e-s 

30 -->I b 1 
write -e-e- 

I 
I 
I 
I 

[go 1 C L2-bi t 1 
Cwritel C address register 1 
IFF 1 -------------------- 
------- I 

I 
I 

V 
-------------------------- 
r 16 x 256 1 
1 read/write drive ckt. 1 
r combinations 1 
-------------------------- 

I 
I 
I 

V 

I ------------------------------------ 
V -------------- C I 

-w-m- c 72 I C module stack 1 
1 1 l-72-,1 augment ]->--o-c->[ I 
v--e- [. generators 1 I E sixteen 72 x 256 planes 1 

n -------------- V I 1 
I I ------------------------------------ 
I I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - 

I I . 
I V 

w-w-- -------------------------- 

90 -->I b 1 C 72 1 
write e--e- C sense I 
inverted n [ amplifiers 1 

I -------------------------- 
I I 

- - - 72- - - _ I 
I I 
I V 

------------------------------------- 

E 72-bit 1 
I read register 1 
------------------------------------- 

I I I 
I I I 

64 58 64 
I I I 

V V 

IW module I”/0 X reg. 
parity mo,.3u I es 

Fig. 2-12 MEMOPY BANK MODULE MM 
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64-bit 
SWS RANKS 

64 -------- _-------- ---------- 
bits [ I --->[ A 1 ---->[ 1 
from ----->[selectl --------- I select 1 
PO [ rank I--->[ i3 I---->[ and 1 

1 PO 1 --------- [ merge I\ 
Go enter ->[ 1 --->I c I -----> [ 1 \ 

--s-w--- --------- ---------- I 
A I 

Go exit I 
I 

64 -------- --------- a--------- i 
bits I 1 --->[ A 1 ---->[ 1 I 
from ----->Iselectl ---..----- [ 1 I 
Pl I rank ]--->I B l----DC select 1 I 

c Pl 1 --em----- 1 and 1 I 
Go enter ->C I--->[ C I---->[ merge I I 

-------- --------- c 1 I 
--> [ 1 I ---------- to 

/ ---------- I I Parity I--> MM 
54 bits we--- --------- / A I I -->I C-bits 1 modules 
from I/O --->I I---->[ I/O 1 Go exit \I V / -a-------- 

I & I --------- ---------- / 
Go enter --->[ 1 I 34-bit I/ 

es--- [ merge 1 
[register]\ 
--w------- \ -a-------- 

A A \ C 64-bit 1 to 
I I -->[ exit I--> Mrl 

64 -----w-w -w-s----- ---------- I [register] modules 
bi ts r 1 --->[ A ]---->I I I ---------- 
from ----->lselectl --------- [ select 1 I . 
P2 I rank I--->[ B I---->[ and I I 

I P2 I --------- [ merge 1 I 
Go enter ->I 1 --->I c I---->[ 1 I 

-------- --------- ---------- I 
A I 

Go exit I 
I 

64 -------- --------- ---------- I 
bi ts 1 I ---> [ A 1 ---->[ 1 / 
from ----->lselectl --------- I select I/ 
P3 E rank I--->[ B I---->[ and 1 

[ P3 1 --------- 1 nerge 1 
Go enter ->L I--->[ c I---->[ 1 

-------- --------- -------s-- 
A 

Go exit 

------------- 

I/O ---e--e- >( 1 
PO -------- >[ GO 1 to 
PI -------->[ write 1 ------> id M 
P2 ------w->[ merge 1 modules 
P3 -------->[ 1 

Fig. 2-13 STORAGE WORD STACK MODULE SW 
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[ DATA & 1 -- 54-oit --> SW 
1 ADDRESS 1 write module 

--->I FAN-IN 1 
/ 1 YOOULE I-- ZO-bit --> SA 

/ CI3 1 address module 
/ --------------- 

64 bits write data 
b 20 bits address 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ --------------- 

--------------- / C OATA FAN-OUT] 
[ I/ [ PARITY CHK I<- 68-bit -- MM 

--- c CHANNEL I 34 I ?TC MODULE 1 read module 
c I MODULES I<---- bits ----[ 1 

--- [ [ 1 read data [I? 1 -- 4x20 --> IW 
[ [ CIP Ch 00-03 I<--- --------------- modules 

e-e 1 [ --------------- \ PO-P3 
[ r CIP Gh IO-13 1 \ 
1 [ --------------- 20 
C IIP Ch 20-23 I bits 
I --------------- heqin. 
r I? Ch SO-33 1 address --------------- 
--------------- \ C 1 Xk beginning 

A I \ [ I/O CONTROL 1 address 
I I m-w [. MOOULE ]<-- 4x20 ..--- oa 
I I [ 1 modu I es 

12 12 r IO 1 PO-P3 
I I --------------- 

I v 
External 

I/O DB modules 
Station / 

4x20 
--------------- / 
I PAR.ADD.REG.l<-- 
[INTE;ILOCK REGI 
1. MASTER CLOCK]<-- 4x20 --- IW 
1 MODULE 1 modules 
CIS ]<-- 
--------------- \ 

4x20 
\ 

memory addr. 
SA modules 

Fig. 2-14 8500 I/O SECTION 
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EXCtiANGE PACYAGES 

An exchange package consists of sixteen bb-bit data words (XDW) and 
one b4-bit exchange parameter word XPW. The ?A and FL fields in the ex- 
change parameter word specify storage increments of 253 word units. XA 
,;secifies exchange package location with the lowest order 5 bits removed. 

mode condition f? A x4 FL ? 
--------------------_____^______________- --------------------------- 

1 4 I 8 I 12 I 3 I 12 I 20 1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Exchange Paraneter Word 

The exchange Dackage resides in low storage addresses at address multiples 
of 32. The X register data words XDW appear first in memory followed 
‘3~ the exchange oarameter vror3 XPW. The 15 lOCatiOnS following an 
exchange package can be used for system functions related to the exchange 
package. 

memory 
------------------------ 

0 I 1 
c 1 
[ 1 
[ 1 
I: 1 
C 1 
------------------------ 

32 I XDW 1 
[ (lb words) 1 
[---------- ] 

c XPH (1 word) I 
------------------------ 
[ 1 
1 I 
------------------------ 

64 1 XDW 1 
I (15 words) 1 
[---------- ] 
1 XPW (I word) I 
------------------------ 
[ 1 
C 1 
------------------------ 

96 [ XDW 1 
[ (15 worms) 1 
[---------- 

r XPW 

.“: n exchange sequence moves the exchange parameter word first, f ol lowed by 
:ne Oil register data and the other reqisters in order. The exchange 
,?.3rameter word (XPW) for the arriving exchange package goes into the X0 
,--eqister for one clock period, and later moves into a holding register 
IQ the resister modules (XPW register). 
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n(32) 

+ 1 

t 2 

+ 3 

+ 4 

+ 5 

+ b 

+ 7 

+ 9 

+ 9 

+13 

tll 

+12 

+13 

+14 

+15 

+16 

----------______--------------------------------------------- 
r x00 I 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
I X31 I 

XL0 

x12 

x21 

E X30 1 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

c X33 1 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
[ mode I cond.1 !?A I XA I FL I P 1 
---em-- -s-e-- --Be----- ----we I I I I -----^---- ------------------ I 
53 60 59 52 51 40 39 32 31 20 19 0 

MOOE FLAGS 
bi t 
53 MTF - monitor flag 

al lows I/O, 
prevents interrupt 

62 PRF - program reference f I ag 
adds !?A to 
program address 

61 IPF - interlock flag 
allows access ts 
inter lock register 

50 OVF - FP interrupt 
interruots on F? 
overflow/indefinite 

bit 
59 

58 

57 

56 

55 

54 

53 

52 

CONDITION FLAGS 

Obl ect opogram ca I I 

I/O channel request 

Time interval 

System call 

Data fleld limit 

Program field limit 

Program error exit 

Overflow / indefinite 

EXCHANGE PACKAGE 
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I/O CHANNEL RE3U;ST 

A channel request mechanism is common to all I/O channels. This mechanism 
is activated by an input RF. The cha??el number is encoded and presented 
to al i processors over a 4-bit channel request path. 

The channel request mechanism Scans the orocessors for a processor with no 
moni tor f I agO When one is found, the channel request flag is set in the 
orocessor XPW register. 

This causes an exchange exit to a monitor program which can read the object 
program parameter word and determine tne cause of the exit. The monitor 
orogram can then read the 4-bit channel number from the channel request 
oath. The reading process advances the channel request mechanism to the 
next channel request, if any. 

Tne monitor program uses the 4-bit cha?nel number for a taole lookup to 
determine the mode of the requesting cnannel. If the request can be Sat- 
isfied by the monitor program7 the interrupted object program is resumed. 
If a new program must be initiated, the monitor program updates the running 
time for the terminated program an3 exchanges to a new XA. 
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FLOATING POI:JT ARITHMETIC 

Floating point arithmetic calculations are peforned in the 8000 processors 
using a packed 64-bit format for number representation. This format rep- 
resents a signed binary integer coefficient times two with a signed binary 
integer exponent. The coefficient field contains 49 bits a?d the exponent 
field 14 bits. The remaining bit is dsed to indicate an out-of-range con- 
di tion. 

out-of-range 
flag inteyer 

I exponent coefficient 
I I I 

V 

coefficient ,_,Y,_______Y,______,_______-________---------------------, 
sign ---->11111 14 I 48 I 

,-I -,---------------I-------------------------------, 
63 62 61 49 47 00 

Floating point format 

The coefficient field in the floating ooint format is not contiguous. The 
sign of the coefficient occupies the highest order bit position in the 64- 
bit word. The remainder of the coefficient resides in the lowest order 48 
bi t positions. If the exponent field and the error flag are replaced with 
copies of the sign bit (as in the unpack instruction 0110) the resulting 

format is the normal integer representation. 

The exponent field in the floatinq point format occuoies the bit positions 
2**48 through Z++bl. This field represents exponent values ranginTg from 
2’*(-13) to 2’+(+13). The bits in the exponent field in the packed floating 
DOint format consist of the bits in the integer exoonent fin ones complement 
form) with the highest order bit complemented. The complementing of the 
highest order exponent bit results in a format which represents the floating 
point numbers in such a rcay that their increasing values are also 
monotonically increasing when viewed as 64-bit integers. As a result of 
this property, comparison tests of two floating point quantities can be done 
in the integer adder rather than in the slower floating point adder. 
Floating point quantities with negative coefficients are Packed with the 
exponent field complemented in order to preserve the above relationship for 
negative numbers. 

i3it position 2+*62 in the floating point format contains the out-of-range 
f I bg. This flag is set when the exponent in a floating ooint calculation 
exceeds 2”(+13) or if the result is indefinite. This flag is considered 
set when the values of the two highest order bits in the floating Point 
format disagree. Further floating point operations in which this flag 
aopears set in one of the ooerands results in aborting the normal sequence 
and generating a result with the odt-of-range flag set. 

Floating point calculations which Jnderflow the exoonent range are aborted 
and the result replaced with a word of all zero bits. 
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QINARY ARITHMFTIC 

!tinary arithmetic in the 8000 processors is oerforme-l in a modified ones 
complement additive mode. The sum of two binary numbers i7 a normal ones 
complement additive mode is define3 by the recursive 93oolean expressions 
Delow. 

Let m = number of bit positions in adder 
A(i) = addend bit i 
B(i) = augend bit i 
C(i) = carry into bit position i 
S(i) = sJm bit i 

Where i = Otlt2,3~4,...lm-1 

Then C(itL) = A(i).and.3(i).or.B(i).a7d.C[i).or.C(i).an3.A(il 
C(O) = C(m) 
S(i) = A(i).and..not.R(i).an~..not.C(il.or. 

B(i).ana..not.C(i).and..not,Ao.or, 
C(i).and..not.A(i).and..not.B(i).or, 
A(i).and.B(i).and.C(i) 

The modification to the above mode consists of replacing a resulting sum 
of all one bits with a result of al! zero bits. An 8000 processor adder 
therefore has only one form of zero as a resulting sum. 

Subtraction is performed by comolementing the subtrahend and adding to the 
mi nuend. 
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N3TES 

I. The following pages of instruction descriotions 
are numbered with the instruction codes shown in 
the box in the upper right corner of each page. 
The instruction codes are shown in quaternary or 
dibit notation and parenthetically in hexidecimal 
notation. 

----we-- - - - - - - - -  

[ 0331 1 r 103X 1 
E 1 I I 
1 (3D) 1 [ (4C) 1 
--w----- -------- 

B-bit b-sit 
Instruction Instruction 

code code 

- - - - - - - -  

r 23xx I 
c 1 
c tax, .I 
-------- 

4-bit 
Instruction 

code 

2. This section makes extensive use of abbreviations ._ 
and special terms which are listed in the index in 
Appendix A together with a reference to the page 
where each term is defined. 

Parenthesis are used to indicate the contents of a 
register, e.gaV (Xl 1 indicates the contents of the 
X register specified by tne ) designator. 

3-1 



-------- 

[ uuoo 1 
------------ [ 1 
I ooooxxxx I Program error exit I (00) 1 
-----me----- -------- 

Tnis instruction format is treated as an error condition and, if executed, 
wi I I set the program error exit flag in the exchange uarameter word (XPW). 
Tnis condition flag will then cause an exchange Jump to address (XA). In 
?his case all instructions which have issued prior to this instruction 
rci I I be run to completion. Any instructions following this instruction in 
the current instruction word will not be executed. wnen al I operands have 
arrive3 at the operating registers as a result of the previously issued 
instructions, an exchange Jump wi I I occur to the exchange package which 
is designated by (XA). 

The 1 and ii designators in this instruction are ignored. The program 
address stored in the exchange pacKage on tne terminating exchange lump is 
advanced one cotint from the address of the clirrent instruction word. This 
is true no matter which parcel of the current instruction word contains 
tQe orooram error exit instruction. 

This instruct ion format is not intended for use in normal program code. 
The program error exit flag is set in the exchange parameter word (XPW) 
to indicate that the program may be in range but is not executing valid 
orogram code. This could occur wheq an incorrectly coded program Jumps 
into an unused area of the memory field or into a data field. 



- -  -v-e ---_-_ 
[  0001 I  

I 0001j)kk I Logical oroduct of (Xl) and (Xk) to X) [ 1 
-- ------- --- c (01) I 

----m-e_ 

Tnis instructio? causes operands to be read from the Kj and Xk registers, 
forms a bit-oit logical product, and enters the result in the X] register. 
t3ch of the bits in tX]l is acted upon by the corresoonding bit of (Xk) to 
form a single bit in the result entered in the XJ register. A sample com- 
mutation is listed below in di-oit notation to illustrate the operation 
performed and includes the four possible bit combinations that may occur. 

Sample operands: (X), = 0101 
(lower 4 bits) (Xki) = ii00 

(binary) Be-- 
(XJ) = 0100 

This instruction is intended for extracting oortions of a 64-bit word dur- 
ing data processing as distinguished from numerical computation. Together 
with other boolean and shift instructions it may be used to manipulate 
alphanumeric or other coded data not related to the 64-bit machine word 
length. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free two clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO 

CPl 

C?Z 

N3TES 

1. 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit j and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

Read (X)1 to operand register A 
Read (Xk) to operand register B 
Cle.ar Xl reservation flag 

Transmit logical product of (A) and (3) to X] 

If the f and k designators have the same value this instruction Will 
read 3 64-bit word from the designated X register and then write the 
same information back into that X register. The timing for tnis case 
will ::,e the same as the timing for the general case9 and no special 
conf I ic ts wil I occur. 



-------e 

------^-----  [ 0002 I 
I 0002JJkk I Logical sum of (Xl) olus (Xk) to Xj 1 I 
-_-- --_----- [ (02) 1 

-------- 

Tnis instruction causes operands to be read from the XJ and Xk registers, 

forms a bit-bit logical sum, and e?ters the result in the Xl register. 
Each of the h4 bits in CXJ) is acted ~a0-1 by the corresponding bit of (Xk) 
to form a single bit in the result entered i? the X] register. A sample 
computation is listed below in di-bit notation to illustrate the operation 
performed and includes the four possiole bit combinations that may occur. 

Samp I e operands: (Xl, = 1010 
(tower 4 bits) (Xk) = 1100 

(binary) ---- 

CXJ, = 1110 

This instruction is intended for merging portions of a 64-bit word into 
a composite word during data processing as distinguished from numerical 
computation. Together with the other Doolean and shift instructions it 

may be used to manipulate alphanumeric or other coded data not related to 
the 64-bit machine word length. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock oerioj after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input is free two Clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xl) to operand register A 
Read (Xk) to operand register B 
Clear XJ reservation flag 

CP2 Transmit logical sum of (4) and (8) to Xl 

ri3TES 

1. If the ] and k designators have the same value this instruction will 
read a 64-bit word from the designated X register and then write the 
same information back into that X register. The timins for this case 
will be the same as the timing for the general case, and no special 
conflicts will occur. 

c 



_----m------ 

I 0003JJkk l Logical difference of (X] 1 minJs (Xk) to Xl 
-----e------ 

This instruction reads operan.ls from the XJ and Xk registers, forms the bit- 
-by-bit logical difference of (Xl) minus (Xk), and enters the resulting 64- 
hit word in the X) register. 

Sample operands: (Xl 1 = 1010 
(lower 4 bits) (Xk) = 1100 

(binary) ----------- 

(XI 1 = 0110 

This instruction is intended for comoaring bit patterns or for complementing 
bit patterns during data processing as distinguished from numerical comput- 
at ion. Together with the other boolean and shift instructions it may be used 
to manipulate alphanumeric or other coded data not related to the b&-bit 
machine word length. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction iSSueS 
Xk register is free one clock period after inStrUCtiOn issues 
X register input path is free ttio clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays oossible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

GPO 

CPl 

CPZ 

iJO TES 

1. 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit I and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

Read (Xl) to operand register A 
Read (Xk) to ooerand register 0 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

Transmit logical difference of (A) and (B) to Xl 

If the ] and k designators tiave the same value in this instruction, 
a logical difference is forned oetween two identical quantities. 
The result will be a w.3r3 of all O’s written into register Xl. The 
timiny for this case is the same as the timing for the general case. 



-------- 

------------ 1 0010 1 
I OOlOjlkk I copy (Xk) to Xl [ 1 
------------ r (04) I 

-------- 

This instruction reads a 64-bit word from the Xk register and enters the 
word in the XJ register. 

Tnis instruction is intended for msvi?g data from one X register to another 
X register as raoidly as oossible. No logical function is oerformel on the 
d3ta. 

ISSUE CONOITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock oeriod afte- instruction issues 
X register input path is free trto clock oeriods after issue 

EXkCUTION TIFIING 

No execution delays Possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

cpo Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and k designators to register modules 
Set X1 reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xk) to operand register‘ 6 
Clear XJ reservation flag 

CP2 Transmit (9) to Xl 

NOTES 

1. If the J and k designators have the same value this instruction Will 
read a 64-bit word from the designated X register and then write the 
same information back into that X register. The timing for this case 
wi I I be the same as the timing for the general case, and no special 
conf I icts wi I I occur. 



-----------_ 
I OOll~]kh I Copy complement of (Xk) to Xj 
------------ 

---a---- 

[ 0011 1 
1 I 
1 (05) 1 
-----m-e 

This instruction reads a b4-bit word from the Xk register, complements the 
tne word, and enters the result in the X] register. 

This instruction is also useful in data processing for inverting an entire 
C&-bit field. The ] and k designators may frequently have the same value 
because the result may often be returned to the same X register. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register inRut path is free tdo clock oeriods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

GPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and k designators to register modules 
Set XJ reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xk) complement to operand register tl 
Clear X] reservation flag 

CP2 Transmit (9) to X] 

N 0 T E S 

1. The ] and k designators may frequently have the same value in this 
instruction. In this c?se, the quantity read from the designated X 
register is complemented and returned to the same X register. The 

‘timing is the same as for the qe?eral case. 



------------ 1 0012 1 
I OOiZ]Jkk I Shift (XI) left by (Xk) c I 
------------ 1 (06) I 

-------- 

This instructio? reads a h4-bit operand from the X1 register, shifts the 
operand left or right as specified by (Xk), and enters the resulting oper- 
and Dack into the XJ resister. If (XK) is positive, the data is shifted 
left circularly the number of bit positions designated by (XK). If (XK) 
is negative the data is shifted right (end off) with si-)n extension the 
number 
oper3t i 

Sam0 

Samp 

Samp 

of bit positions designated by the magnitude of (Xk). Samole shift 
ons are listed below in binary notation. 

e (64 bits): (X) 1 operand = 10110000......00000000 
(Xk) = O..OlOO (Xl) result = 00000000......00001011 

e (64 oits): CXJ) operand = 01100000......00001000 
(Xk) = L..liOl (Xl) result = 00011000.....*00000010 

e (64 bits) I (X) 1 operand = 11000000......00100010 
(Xk) = l..liOO (X1) result = 11111000......00000100 

This instruction is for use in data processing where the shift count (Xk) 
is derived by program computation. It is also used for generating a 
truncated integer from the coefficient of a floating point number when 
the exponent has been unpacked into an X register. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 
Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues.. 
X register input path is free three clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 
No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Read (X1) to operand register A 
Read (Xk) to operand register B 

CPZ Begin OPerana shift 
Clear Xl reservation fl3g 

($3 Complete operand shift 
Transmit result to Xj 

N3TES 

1. The maximum shift count rthicn qay be specified oy (X4) is 63 jecimal. 

2. If (Xk) is 0 (either all l’s or all O’s binary) the instruction reads 
the operand from register Xl and returns it unaltered to register XJ. 
The timing for this case is the same as for the general case. 



-------- 

-_--------_- L 0013 1 
I 0013JJkk I Shift (Xl) right by (Xkl [ 1 
------------ I (07) 1 

----w--- 

This instruction reads a hct-bit operand from the Xl registe-, shifts the 
operand right or left as specified by (Xkl, and writes the resulting 
ooerand back into the X) register. If (Xk) is positive, the Dperand is 
shifted right fend off) with sign extension the number of oit positions 
designated by (Xk). If (Xkl is negative, the operand is shifted left 
circularly the number of bits designated by the magnitude of (Xkl. Sample 
snift operations are listed below in binary notation. 

Sample (64 bi tsl : 1X]) ooeraqd = 10110000......00000000 
(Xkl = O..OlOo (X], result = 11111011*.*...00000000 

Sample (64 oitsl: (X] 1 ooera?d = 01100000......0000100 0 
(Xh) = 1..110 1 (X)1 result = 10000000......0010000 1 

This instruction is for use in data processing rrhere the shift Count (Xkl 
is derived by program computation. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xj register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input aath is free three clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possiole after instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set X) reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xl1 to operand register A 
Read (Xk) camp I ement to operand register 3 

CP2 Regin operand shift 
Clear XJ reservation flag 

cP3 Complete operand shift 
Transmit result to X] 

NOTES 

1. The maximum shift count which may be specified by (X<) is 6.3 decimal. 



------------ 
I L3020J]kk I F1oatirl-J double precision sum 
__-- _---- --- of (Xl) olus (XK) to Xl 

-------- 

[ 0020 1 
[ 1 
I (08) 1 
-------- 

This inStrUCti forms the floating d9Jble precision SJm Of tW0 floating 

eoint operands read from the Xl and Xk registers, and enters the lower 
ha If of the result in the XJ register. 

The two operands are not roun3ed in this operation anJ may or may not be 
normal ize3. They are unpacked from floating point format a?d the exponents 
compared. The coefficient with the smaller exponerlt is shifted down by the 
aifference of the exponents so as to align bits of corresponding signif- 
icance, and a 97-bit adaer forms a double precision l's complement sum. 
The exponent of the 46-bit lower half coefficient entered in XJ is 48 dec- 
imal less than the exoonent of the uooer half coefficient. 

The 97-bit result is normalized following the add operatio?. The result 
coefficient is displaced right one bit or left UP to 64 bits and the result 
exponent is incremented or decremented by the shift count. 

Since the double Drecision sum is ?ornalized, the upper half result iS 

norma I ized, out the lower half res,rlt is not. 

A zero result from this instructio? is always a positive zero. 

This instruction is intended for use in floating point calculations involv- 
ing double precision or multiple orecision. Used together with the single 
orecision FP sum instructio? 20Xx, this instruction forms a double. ore- 
cision sum in two X registers with no loss of precision. 

ISSUE CON3ITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issue 

Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issue 
X register input path is free eight clock oeriods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Now-execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IpT. 



[ 0020 I 
[ 1 
C (08) I 
-------- 

EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

CPO 

CPl 

CP2 

CP3 

CP4 

CP5 

CP6 

CP7 

CP8 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and k designators to register modules 
Set X] reservation flag 

Read 1x1) to floating add module FA 
Read (Xk) to floating add module FA 
Compare exponents 
Transmit coefficients to pre-add shift register 

Select smaller exoonent 

Shift coefficients for bit alignment 
Transmit coefficients to 97-bit adder 

Form double precision sum 

Transmit DP sum to bit position network 

Determine significant bit position 
Transmit result to shift nettiork 

Perform 96-bit normalize shift 
Clear X] reservation flag 

Enter iower half of result in Xl 



-_---------- 
I 0021]jkk I Floatin double precision difference 
------------ of (Xl) minus (xk) to XJ 

-------- 

1 0021 1 
1 1 
[ (09) 1 
-------- 

This instruction forms the floating double precision difference of two 
floating ooint operands read from the Xl and Xk registers, and enters the 
lower half of the CXJ) minus (Xk) result in the Xl register. 

The two operands are not rounded in this operation and may or may not be 
normal ized. CXJ) and complemented (Xk) are unpacked from floating point 
format, the coefficient with the smaller exponent is shifted down by the 
di f ference of the exponents, and a 9i’-bit adder forms a double precision 
l’s complement sum. The exponent of tne 48-bit lower half coefficient 
entered in X] is Lt8 decimal less than the exponent of the doper half 
coefficient. 

The 97-bit result is normalized fol lovring the add operation. The result 
coefficient is desplaced right one bit or left up to 534 bits and the 
result exponent is incremented or decremented oy the shift count. 

Since the double precision difference is normalized, the upper half result 
is normdllzed, but the lower half result is not. 

This instruction is intended for use in floating point calculations in- 
vo lving double precision or multiple orecision. Used together With the 
single precision FP difference instruction 21Xx, this instruction forms 
a 9b-bit douole orecision difference in two X registers with no loss of 
orecision. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock beriod after instruction issues 
X register inout path is free eight clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution ,delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 



-------- 

c 0021 1 
1 I 
r (09) 1 
-------- 

LXECclTiON TIYING (continued) 

GPO 

CPl 

CP2 

CP3 

6 P4 

CP5 

CP6 

CP7 

CP8 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Tr,3rtsmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set XJ reservation flag 

Red3 CXJ) to floating add module FA 
Read complement of (Xk) to floating add module FA 
Compare exponents 
Transmit coefficients to pre-add shift register 

Select smaller exponent 

Snift coefficients for bit alignment 
Transmit coefficients to 97-oit adder 

Form double precision sum 

Transmit DP sum to bit PDsitio? netriork 

Determine significant bit position 
Transmit result to shift network 

Perform 96-bit normalize shift 
Clear XJ reservation flag 

Enter lower half of result in Xl 



- - - - - - - - - - - -  I 0022 1 
1 ofl22]jkk 1 Floating divide of (X11 oy (Xkl to xl I 1 
---_-------- I (OAl 1 

-------- 

This instruction reads operands from the Xl and Xk registers, forms a 
f I oating point quotient, and delivers this result to the Xl register. 
The dividend operand is (XI) and the divisor ooeraqd is (X;c). The 
remainder from the division process is discarded. 

The operands are assumed to be numbers in floating Point format. If the 
givisor operand is not normalized, the out-of-range flag is set. 

ISSUE CONDITIOt4S 

X] register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 



I 0023)jkk I Population count of (Xii) to Xl 

-------- 

1 0023 1 
I: 1 
I (08) I 
-------- 

Tnis instruction reads an operand from the Xk register, counts the number 
of 1 bits in the operand, and enters the count in the Xl register. The 
word entered in Xl is in positive integer format. If (Xk) is all L’s, a 
count of 64 decimal is entered in the Xl register. If (Xkl is all O’s, 
a zero word is entered in the Xj register. 

This instruction is intended for use ih data processing where a degree of 
coinci hence is desired. 

I3SUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input Dath is free five Clock Deriods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instructio? issues from IPT c 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xk) to input register in DA module 

CP2 Form partial sums 

CP3 Form martial sums 

CP4 Form count result in 03 module 
Clear X) reservation flag 

CP5 Transmit result to X] in register modules 

NOTES 

1. If the J and k designators hjve the same value, the ooerand is read 
from and the count stored back into the same X register. 



-_---------- 
I 0030])kk 1 Floating double precision product 
---e-M------ of (Xl) times (Xk) to Xl 

[ 0030 1 
[ I 
r (OC) I 
-------- 

This instruction reads two normalized floating point operands from the 
Xl and Xk registers, forms a floating point double precision product, and 
enters the lower half of the result in the X) register. 

The trto operands are unpacked from floating point format (the operands are 
not rounded). The exponents are added to determine the exponent for the 
result. The result exponent is 48 decimal less than the exoonent of the 
upoer half coefficient (the upper half coefficient is extracted with the 
13XX instruction). 

Tne coefficients are multiplied as signed integers to form a 96-bit double 
precision integer product. The lower nalf of this product is then extract- 
ed to form the 48-bit coefficient for the result. If the double precision 
pro3uct has only 95 significant bits, a l-bit normalizing shift is perform- 
ed before extracting the lower half, and the exoonent for the result is 
?ecremented by one count. 

This instruction is intended for use in multiple precision floating point 
calculations. Used together with the single precision FP multiply 
instruction 22Xx, this instruction forms a 96-bit double precision product 
in two X registers with no loss of precision. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free eight clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 



-------- 

1. 0030 1 
I J 
1 (OC) 1 
---w-w-- 

EXECUTION TIMING (cent inued) 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators t3 register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Transmit (Xl) and (Xk) to floating multiply nodule MA 
Separate exponents from coefficients 

CP2 Perform sign corrections 
Form f irst 16x48 product 

CP3 Form second 16x48 product 

CP4 Form third 16x48 product 

CP5 Merge the three 16x48 products into 9h-bit result register 

CP7 Clear X] reservation flag 

CPR Enter lower 48 bits of 9i, bit result and exponent result in X) 
(entire 64-bit result complemented if negative) 



--__-------- 

I 0031)Jkk I Integer product of CX]) tines (Xk) to Xl 
------------ 

-------- 

: 00.31 1 
I 1 
C (CID) 1 
-------- 

This instruction reads two operands (limited to 48 bits plus sign and sign 
extension) from the X) and Xk registers, forms the product, and delivers 
the result to the XJ register. 

The instruction is performed in the floating multiply unit (the exponent 
arithmetic portion is not used). 

The operands are multiplied as signed integers to form a 96-bit product. 
The lower 64 bits of this oroduct are extracted and entered in the Xl 
register. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

X] register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register iS free one clock period after instruction iSSUeS 
X register inDut path is free eight clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues frqm IPT. 

CPO 

CPl 

CP2 

CP3 

CP4 

cP5 

CP7 

CPR 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set XJ reservation flag 

Transmit (Xj) and (Xk) to floating multiply unit 
Perform sign corrections 

Form first 16x48 product 

Form second 16x48 product 

Form third 16x48 product 

Merge the three 16x48 products into 96-bit result register 

Clear Xl reservation flag 

Enter lower 64 bits of c)3-bit result in X] (complemented if neg.) 



-a-----_ 

------------ 
I 0032xxxx I Program error exit 
------------ 

1 00.52 1 
I 1 
[ (OE) 1 

This instruction format is treated as an error condition an37 if executed, 
will set the brogram error exit flag in the exchange parameter word. This 
condition flag will then cause an exchange lump to adcjress (XA). In this 
case all instructions which have issued prior to this instruction will be 
run to completion. Any instructions following this instruction in the 
current instruct ion wore wi I I not be executed. When all operands have 
arrived at the operating registers as a result of previously issued 
instructions, an exchanqe Jump wi I I occur to the exchange package which 
is designated by (XA). 

The J and k designators in this instruction are ignored. The program 
address stored in the exchange oackage on the terminating exchange jump is 
advanced one count from the address of the ccrrrent instruction word. This 
is true no matter which Parcel of the current instruction word contains 
the program error exit instruction. 

This instruction format is not intended for Jse in norma I Drogram code. 
The program error exit flag is set in the exchange parameter word (XPW) 
to indicate that the program nay be in range but is not executing valid 
Program code. This could occur dhen an incorrectly code3 program ) umps 
into an unused area of the memory field or into a data field. 



------------ 

I 0033xxxx I Pass 
------------ 

-------- 

[ 003.3 I 
1 1 
1 (OF) 1 
----e-e- 

This instruction is a ‘do-nothing* instruction and is tyoically use3 to 
fi II program instruction words where necessary to match Iurn destinations 
with word ooundaries. The j and k designators are not used and are norm- 
al Iv zero* but non-zero values will have no effect on the instruction. 

ISSUE CONDITIOr\lS 

None 

EXECUTION TIHIN’J 

CPO Instruction parcel irl IPT 
Instruction issues 

CPl Next instruction may issue 



------------ 
I oiom)]kk I Tr3nsTit k to Xl 
-------_---- 

This instruction forms a 64-bit word with the 4-bit integer specified by k 
in the lower 4 bits of the word and O's in the upper 50 bits. The result 
is entered in the X] register. 

ISSUE CONDITIOYS 

X] register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register inout path is free two clock Deriods after issue 

EXECUTION TIhiINS 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Enter k in lower 4 bits of operand register d 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

CP2 Enter (B) in Xl 

NOTES 



I Cll~l]Jkk I Tr?nsnit -k to X] 
----me ------ 

-----e-e 

c 0101 1 
C 1 
[ (11) 1 
-------- 

This instruction forms a 54-bit word with the complement of the 4-bit 
integer soecified by k in the lower 4 oits of the word and l’s in the 
upper 60 bits. The result is entere3 in the Xj register. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free trto clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIFIING 

No execution 9elays possible after this instruction issues ffom IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Enter complememt of k plus 50 bits of l’s in operand register R 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

CP2 Enter (9) in X] 

NOTES 



------------ 

I 0102)]kk I Inteaer sum of (Xl) plus k to X) 
-----------_ 

-----me- 

r 0102 1 
C I 
I (12) I 

Tnis instruction forms a 64-bit sum of the operand read from the XJ 
register an3 the 4-Dit integer specified by k. The result is entered 
iq the XJ register 

This instruction is intended primarily for incrementing an operand by 
ij smal I number. Integer sum instruction IIXX is used for addition of 
13r~er numbers. 

1'jSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl reyister is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free tnree clock periods after issue 

rXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO 

CPl 

CP2 

CP3 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

Read (Xl) to operand registe- A 
Enter k in lower 4 bits of ooerand register 3 

Perform partial add operation 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

Complete add operation and eqter result in XJ 



---e-e------ 

l 0103Jjkk I Integer difference of (Xl) minJs k t0 XJ 
-_---------- 

-------- 
c 0103 1 
[ 1 
[ (13) 1 
em------ 

This instruction forms the b4-bit difference of the operand read from 
the Xl resister and the 4-bit integer specified by k. The -esult 
ix entered in the Xl register. 

This instruction is intended primanily for jecrementing 3n operand by a 
snal I number. Integer difference instruction 13XX is used for 
subtracting larger numbers 

T’;SUE CONOITIONS 

Xl registers is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input oath is free three clock Deriods after issue 

*IXEC!JTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issJes from IPT. 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit J and k designators to register modules 
Set X1 reservation flag 

CPl Read (X]) to operand register A 
Enter complement of k plus 60 bits of l’s in operand register B 

CP2 Perform partial add operatiorl 
Clear Xj reservation flag 

CP3 Complete add operation an3 e?ter result i? XI 



__-------_-_ 
I 011Ll~]k~ I Unpack coefficient of CX]) to Xk 
------------ 

This instruction reads a 64-bit floating point Dperancl from the XJ register 
LinpacKs the word, and enters the 48-bit coefficient plus 16 bits extension 
of the coefficient sign bit in the Xk register. 

exoonent coefficient 
1-1-1--------1---------------------I 

(Xl 1 11111 14 I 48 I 
1-1-1--------1---------------------I 

I \ / 
I out-of-r39ge / 
I flag / 

coefficient sign / 
I I 
V V 

I -------- -------------------- I I 
(Xk) I 16 I 48 I 

I -------- -------------------- I I 
sign coefficient 

extension 

bi:, test for oJt-of-range condition is Derformed, and the out-of-range flag 
jnd exponent bits in (X)1 are reDlace in (Xkl with copies of the sign bit. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock peri0.d after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free two clock periods after issue 

tlXECUTION TIMIN; 

:Jo execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit I and k designators to register modtiles 
Set Xk reservation flag 

CPl Read (X)1 to operand register A 
Extract coefficient and sign 
Clear Xh reservation flag 

CP? rransmi t sign extenoed coefficient to Xk 



---a---- 
_--_-------- 

l OlllJ~kk I Unpack exDonf?nt of (X], to Xk I 0111 1 
-----a ------ I 1 

(. (15) 1 
-------- 

TQis instruction reads a 64-bit f Ioating ooint operand from the XJ 
register and unoacks the word. The sxoonent oortion of (Xl) is sign 
extended and entered in the Xk reqirter. 

out-of -range f I ag 
\ 

\ exoonen t coefficient 
1-1-1-1------l-----------------------I 

operand (X1) 1111111 13 I 48 I 
1-1-l-l------l-----------------------I 

/ I \ 47 00 
Sit 63 / I \ 

c.Deff icient sign bit I \ 
I \ 

cornelement \ 
if bit 63 DOS. \ 

I \ 
I coma I event 
I if bit 63 neg. 
I I 

V V 

I ------------------------ I -------- I 
result (Xk) I 51 I 13 I 

I ------------------------ -------- I I 
53 13 12 00 

sign extension exoonen t 

If (Xl) is positive, bits 48-60 of (Xl) are copied to Xk bits 00-i2 and the 
camolement of bit 61 of (Xl) is copied to Xk bits 13-63. 

If (XJ 1 is negative, the complement of bits 48-b3 of (Xl) are copied to Xk 
oits 00-12 and bit 51 of (X]) is copied to Xk bits 1.3-63. 

“~0 tzst for out-of-range condition is oerformed. 

XJ register is free one clock period afte- instruction issues 
X4 register is free one clock Deriod after instruction issues 
X register inout 133th is free ttio clock oerioJs after issue 

t KECUT ION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT.. 

CP 0 Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set X% reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xl 1 to operand register A 
Extract exponent 
Clear Xk reservation fljg 

2p2 Transmit sign extended exponent to Xk 



i, 

I 0112)jkk 1 Pack coefficient Xk and exDonent Xl to Xk 
_--m-e ------ 

-------- 

r 0112 1 
[ I 
1 (15) 1 
-------_ 

T?is instructio? reads a coefficient ooerand from Xk and an exponent 
o:)erand from XJ, packs them into 3 64-hit floating point word, and enters 
tr7e result in the Xk register. 

sign 
exponent extension c9ef f icient 

I --------------^---I-I ------ 1 l-l------l-------------------I 
(Y I ) l//////////////////l 1 I 13 I (Yk) ill//////l 48 I 

,------------------I-,------, l-l------l-------------------, 

I I / / 
-I- - - - - - - - - / 

/ I I / 
/ 

,“,_,Y,___Y___,_____-------------------l 
(Xk) 1111111 13 1 48 I 

1-1-1-l-------l------------------------I 
A exoonent coefficient 
I 

oJt-of -range f lag 

To ensure that the result is normalized, this instruction mJst be followed 
w a floating point add of the result and zero (instruction 20Xx). 

:,i 0 test for out-of-range condition is oerformed and the out-of-range flag 
t)it in the result entered in (Xk) is set to the sign bit. 

ISSUE CCNDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock period afte- instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period afte- instruction issues 
X register input path is free tvro clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

MO execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

C?O Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 and k designators to register modules 
Yet Yk reservation flag 

CPL Read (X1) to operand register A 
YeaJ (Xk) to ooerand register R 
Lle3r Xk reservation flag 

cpz Transmit exponent of (A) and coefficient of (81 to Xk 



-_---------.- 
I 0113]!Ki< I Irjteger difference of ze-0 minus (Xk) to X] 
___--------- 

-------- 

[ 0113 1 
[ I 
1 (17) I 
-------e 

This instruction forms. the Sb-bit difference of zero arid the operand 
read from the (Xk) register and enters the result in the Xj 
register. 

This instruction is intended for changing the sign of a fixed or floating 
ooint quantity. If (Xk) is zero9 a DDsitive zero will be the result. 

ISS!JE CONOITIONS 

Xj register is free one clock oerio3 zafter instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Y register input path is free three clock Deriods after issue 

EX EC’JT ION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction isscces from IPT. 

c P 0 Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit J and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

SPl Enter al I O’s in operand register A 
Complement (Xk) and enter in operand register I) 

CP2 Perform partial add operatio? 
Clear X) reservation flag 

CP3 ComDlete add operation and enter result in Xi 



_----------- 
I 0120xxxx I Begin system cal I [YTFI 
------------ 

----em-_ 

[ 0120 1 
r 1 
c (18) I 
-------a 

Tnis instruction, when issued oy a processor in monitor mode, sets the 
system call flag (SCF). This flag causes each processor not in monitor mode 
to set the system call condition in the exchange parameter word, which 
causes an exchange to exchange add-es5 XA. 

Llqtil an end system call instruction 0121 is executed, processors not in 
monitor mode Wi I I be exchanged. 

This instruction will be execclted only if monitor mode flag tiTF in the 
exchange parameter word is set. If YTF is not set, the instruction is 
executed as a pass instruction. 

This instruction is intended to be used to initiate inter-3rocessor 
communication by causing processors to heed the system Call for program 
reassignment. 

LSSUE CON13ITIONS 

None 

YIXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPl Next instruction may issue 



- - - - - - - -  

- -  -em-- - -w- -  
I  0121 I  

I 0121xxxx I End System Cal I [MTFI [ 1 
_-_-em------ r (13) 1 

-------- 

Ttiis instruction, when issued by a processor in monitor mole, clears the 
system call flag (SCF). 

This instruction will be executed only if the monitor mode flag MTF in 
exchange parameter word is set. If YTF is not set, the instruction is 
executed as a pass instruction. 

The 1 and k designators are ignored in the instruction. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

None 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays oossible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPU Instruction issues from IPT 

CPl Next instruction may issue 



- - - - - - - -  

_---------a- c 0122 1 
I 0122j)kk I nlock input channel (Xl) to address (Xk) lMTF1 [ 1 
------------ [ (la) I 

-------- 

Tnis instruction initiates the inpJt of a block of data arriving on 113 
channel (X1) and stores the 3dta in consecutive address locations in 
memory beginning at absolute address (Xk). The length of the block of 
data is determined by the I/O equipment on tne channel. 071~ the lower 
4 bits of (Xl) are used to specify the channel number. 

4 block of data consists of one or more words sent by the I/3 equipment. 
i_ach input word is either 8 or 12 bits depending on the channel selection. 
The input words are assembled into 54-oit words for storage in the 8600 
memory. Partially assembled 64-bit words are filled out with zeros. 

Samole block of sixteen assembled 8-bit words in 8600 memory: 

--------------__--------------------------------- 
(Xk) I 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 

------------------------------------------------- 

(Xk)+l 1 A I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 
------------------------------------------------- 
63 00 

Sample block of sixteen assembled 12-bit words in 8600 memory: 

------------------------------------------------- 
(Xk) I 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 

------------------------------------------------- 
(Xk)+l I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 

------------------------------------------------- 
(Xk)+Z I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I I.4 I 15 I 

------------------------------------------------- 
63 00 

Csch input word is accompanie3 by a word flag sent by the I/O equipment 
and is acknowledged by an 8603 channel resume signal sent back to the 
1/O equipment. 

The block input operation initiated by this instruction is terminated 
oy a record flag sent by the I/O equioneht to the 8600. This record flag 
must not be sent to the 8600 by the I/O equipment until after the receipt 
of an 8600 channel resume signal acknotiledging that the last word has been 
received. The record flag will cause one of the 8000 processors to be 
interrupted. Another 8bOlJ channel resame will be sent to the I/O equipment 
f3 indicate that the terminating record flag has been acknowledged and 
that a processor has been interruoted. 

rnis instruction will be executed only if the monitor mode flag (MTF) 
ih the exchange parameter word is set. If the MTF is not Set, the 
instruction is executed as a 335s instructio?. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register iS free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issues 

CYECUTION TIMING 



- - - - - - - -  

- -  m---e 
-e--e 1 0123 1 

I 0123)Jkk I tllock output channel (X)1 from address (Xk) [YTFI I 1 
----e-e----- r (lB3) 1 

-----w-e 

T?is instruction initiates the outaut of a block of data over output 
channel (X]) from consecutive address locations beginning at the absolute 
address specified by (Xk). Only the lower 4 bits of (Xl) are used to 
soecifv the channel number. 

A record flag is sent to the receiving device with the first R-bit or 
LZ-bit output data word. 

Tne length of the block of data is dictated by the system I/3 equipment. 
The channel output process is terminated by a record flag sent to the 
8600 by the I/O equipment. When the record flag is receive3 by the 8600, 
a parity status word is sent to the 103 indicating whether or not a memory 
oarity error occurred while reading the output data from the 8600 memory. 
A parity status word of all O’s indicates that no parity error occurred; 
a parity status word of 1111 (octal) indicates that a barity did occur. 
To insure that the proper parity status word is read, the status word 
should not be read by the 10s until the 8600 has returned the channel 
resume signal acknowledging that the terminating record flag has been 
received and that a processor has been interrupted. 

This instruction will be executed only if the monitor mode flag MTF in 
the exchange parameter word is set. If the monitor mode flag is not set, 
the instruction is executed as a pass. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xj register is free one clock period after instruction iSSUeS 
Xk register iS free one clock period after InStrUCtiOn issues 

EI(ECUTION TIMING 



------------ 
I 0130]Jxx I Re+d channel request to Xl [MTFI 
------------ 

---e--w- 

[ 0130 1 
[ 1 
[ (1C) 1 
--e----e 

This instruction transmits to the tX]I register the identity number of the 
I/O channel which caused an interrupt. Any subsequent I/O interrupts are 
disabled until this instruction is executed. 

The h designator is ignored in this instruction. 

This instruction will be executed only if tne monitor mode flag MTF in 
the exchange oarameter word is set. If MTF is not set, the instruction 
will enter Xl with 3’s and have no effect on channel interrupts. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 



- -  _-B-e -v--e 

I 013lxxkk I Load XA from (Xk) [MTFI 

-------- 

I 0131 1 
r 1 
I f1D) 1 
------mm 

This instruction loads the address contained in the Xk register into the 
exchange address XA portion of the exchange oarameter word (XPW). 

ZO-bit address 
---------_------------------------- -e----- I I ---e-e 

Xk E////////////////////////////I 7 I 8 I 5 1 
---------___-----__---------------- ---e--e I I ----e- 
53 19 12 I 05 00 

I 
8 bits 

I 
v 

----------------------- I -----e I ---------------------- 

XPW T mode I cond. I RA I XA I FL I P 1 
----------------------- I ------ I ---------------------- 
63 39 32 00 

The j designator is ignored in this instruction. 

This instruction will be executed only if the monitor mode flag MTF in 
the exchange parameter word is set. If MTF is not set, the instruction 
is executed as a pass instruction. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this i-istruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit k designator to register modules 

CPl Read (Xk) to DA module 

CP2 Transmit XA to XPW register in ?C module 



------------ 
I 3132xxxx I 
_--em------- 
____-------- Program error exit 
I 0133xxxx I 
------------ 

-e-e---- 

I 0132 1 
I 1 
[ (1E) 1 
-----e-w 
e-e----- 
[ 0133 1 
[ 1 
I (1F) 1 
-------- 

Tnis instruction format is treated as an error condition and, if execJted, 
will set tne program error exit flag i? the XPW register. Tnis condition 
flag wil I then cause an exchange Jumo to address (XAl. In this case all 
instructions which have issued prior to this instruction will be run to 
completion. Any instructions following this instruction in the current 
instruction word will not be executed. When al I operands have arrived at 
the operating registers as a result of previously issued instructions, an 
exchange Jump wi I I occur to the exchange package designated by (XA1. 

The ] and k designators in these instructions are ignored. The Program 
address stored in the exchange package on the terminating exchange jump is 
advanced one count from the address of the current instruction word. This 
is true no inatter which parcel of the current instruction word contains 
the program error exit instruction. 

These instructions are not intended for use in normal program code. The 
program error exit flag is set in the XPW register to indicate that the 
program may be in range but is not executing valid program code. This 
could occur when an incorrectly code3 orogram Jumps into an unused area of 
the memory field or into a data field. 



----a----- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

I ilZOO]jkk 1 kkkkkkkk I Store data at address Y from Xl 
----------------------- 

- -MS-- - -  

[ 0200 1 
[ 1 
[ (20) 1 

Tnis instruction writes one 6t-bit word from the Xj register into memory 
at the absolute address formed by addi-\g the address specified by K to 
the memory reference address RA from the processor exchange Parameter 
word XPW. 

If the field length FL is exceeded, the memory reference is aborted and the 
data field limit condition flag is set in the exchange parameter word XPW, 
and an exchange Jump is made to the exchange address XA in XPW. 

If a parity error occurs in reading the old data at the indicated memory 
address, the error is ignored and the orocessor operation continues in a 
norma I manner. 

This instruction allows a processo? to write data into memory from any 
of the 16 X registers in the processor, 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPl Transmit O’s to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

CP2 Integer add (A) t (3) 



------------ 
I OZOl]Jkk I Store data at address (XK) froT Xl 
---e-e ------ 

-------- 

I 0201 1 
[ 1 
r (21) 1 

Tnis instruction writes one word from the X] register into memory at the 
aosolute address formed by adding the address specified in the lower 20 
ni ts of Xk to the memory reference address RA from the processor exchange 
parameter word (XPW). 

If the field length FL is exceeded, the memory reference is aborted, the 
oata field limit condition flag is set in XPW, and an exchange lump is 
made to the exchange address XA in XPrJ. 

If a parity error occurs in reading the old data at the indicated memory 
address, the error is ignored and the orocessor operation c3ntinUeS in a 
norma I manner. 

Ttiis instructio? allows a processor to write data into memory from any 
of the 16 X registers in the processor. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction iSSUeS 

A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

CYECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPl Transmit O’s to operand register A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register B 

CP2 Integer add (A) t (3) 



-----em- 

- -  _-e--e_ - - - -  - - - - - - - - -  -  

I 0202]]kK I qkkkkkkk I Read data at Address K to Xl and 
---------------- -____-_ Store (X] 1 into ad:dress d 

[ 0202 1 
[ 1 
[ (22) 1 
-------- 

Tnis instructian simultaneously: 
reajs a word of data from an ob]ect program storage field address and 
enters that word in tne XJ registe-; and 

stores the original contents of the Xl register at the same obJect 
program storage field address. 

The storage address is determined my adding the K field from the 
instruction to the object program reference address. 

A separate test is made to determine if the value of the K field 
considered as a 20 bit Dositive integer is equal to, or greater than* 
the current ob]ect program field lengtn. If this is the case* the object 
:jr ogram is interrupted by setting the data field limit flag in the 
exchange parameter word. The storage reference is aborted in this case 
and an exchange Jumo is made to exchange address XI\. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

EXECUTION TIMING 



------------ 
I 0203jJkk I Read data at address (Xkl to Xl dnd 
---_-------- Store (Xl1 into address (Xkl 

T7is instructi simul taneousiy: 
reads a word of data from an ob)ect program storage field address and 
enters that word in the X) register; and 

Stores the original contents of the Xl register at the same object 
program storage field address. 

7-e storage address is determined by a3aing the current (Xl 1 to the oblect 
p-ogram reference address. 

A separate test is made to determine if the value of (Xk) considered as a 
L’O-bit positive integer is equal to, or greater tnan, the current object 
zrogram f ielrl length. If this is the case, the object program is 
interrupted by setting the data field limit flag in the exchange parameter 
word (XPW). The storage reference is aoorted in this case and an exchange 
jump is made to the exchange address XA in XPW. 

TSSUE CONDITIONS 

X) register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

EXECUTION TIMING 



-------- 
-- ___--_-----__-------- 1 0213 I 
I ClZlO)Jkk l kkkkkkkk I Read data at address K to Xl [ 1 
__---- -------e --------- [ (24) 1 

-------- 

lhis instruction reads a word of data from the ob)ect program Storage 
field and enters that word in the X] register. The storage address is 
determine9 by adding the K field from the instruction to the object 
uro,qram reference address. 

4 seoarate test is made to determine if the value of the K field 
considered as a ZO-bit positive integer is equal to, or greater than, 
tne current ObJect orogram field lengtn. If this is the case9 the oblect 
program is interrupted by setting the data field limit flag in the exchange 
narameter word (XPW). Tne storage reference is aborted in this case and an 
exchange Jump is made to the exchange address XA in XPW. 

IS SUE CONUIT IONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

LXECUTION TIYING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock periods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X register 
due to storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in 
storage access control. 

CPOO 

CPOL 

CPOZ 

CPO.3 

GPO4 

CPO5 

CPO6 

CP14 

c;Plr, 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Set Xj reservation flag 

Transmit zeroes to operand register 4 
Transmit K to operand register B 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back ha I f 
Transmi t integer sum to RA adder in IW module 
Transmit reference flag to SA module 

Transmit lower 8 bits of address to SAC 

Transmit upper bits of address to SAC 

Acknow I edge from SAC 

Clear Xl reservation flag 

2ata word arrives at the X -egister 



-------- 

------------ [ 0211 1 
I Gi?il]]kk I Read data at address (Xk) to X] [ 1 
------------ [ (251 1 

This instruction reads a word of data from the oblect program Storage 
field and enters that word in the X) register. The storage 
adaress is determineo by adding the current contents of the Xk 
register to the object program reference address. 

A separate test is made to determine if the value of (Xk) considered as a 
LO-bit positive integer is equal to, or greater than, the current oblect 
program field length. If this is the case, the object program is 
interrupted by setting the data field limit flag in the exchange parameter 
word. The storage reference is aborted in this case a?d an exchange Jump 
is made to the exchange address XA. 

ISSUE CONOITIONS 

X] register is free one clock oerio3 after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

LXECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock periods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X regi?ter 
due to storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in 
storage access control. 

CPO 0 

GPO 1 

CPO2 

CPO3 

CPOr, 

CPO5 

CPrJ ?I 

CPl4 

CP15 

Instruction issues fom IPT 
Set Xl reservation flag 

Transmit zeroes to operand register A 
Transmit (Xkl to operand register B 
Send destination tag to KS module 

Integer add front half 

Inteqer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to RA adder in IW module 
Transmit reference flag to SA module 

Transmit lower 8 bits of address ,to S4C 

Transmit upper 12 bits of address to SAC 

Acknow I edge from SAC 

Clear X] reservation flag 

i)ata word arrives at the X register 



-------- 

----------------------- 1 0212 1 
I 0212]1 kk I kkkkkkkk I Read Drogram at address K to Xl I 1 
- __---- -----------^---- 1 (26) 1 

-------- 

Tp,is instruction reads a word out of memory at absolute address K 
+?d enters that word into the X) register. l The reference address 
9fi and tne memory field length FL from the exchange parameter word are 
Jze3 in this instruction only if P;IF is set.) 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this I)rocessor 

‘YECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock oeriods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X register 
due to storage bank conflicts or other Drocessor conflicts in 
storage access contra I. 

CPO 0 Instruction issues from IPT 
Set X) reservation flag 

CPOl Transmit zeroes to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

CPOZ Integer add front half 

cPa3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to RA adder in IW module 
Transmit reference flag to SA module 

CPO4 Transmit lower 9 bits of a33ress to SAC 

CPOS Transmit upper 12 bits of address to SAC 

CPOG Acknow I edge from S4C 

CP14 Clear X) reservation fl3g 

CP15 D.3ta word arrives at the X register 



-----e-e 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -a--- [ 0213 1 
I 02131 Jkk I kkkkkkkk l Read program at address (Xk) to Xl [ 1 
-- _------------- -----a- l (27) 1 

--me____ 

Tnis instructio? reads a word out of nemory at the absolute address spec- 
ified by the lower 20 bits the Xk register and enters the word in the XJ 
register. (The memory reference address RA an3 the memory field length FL 
from the exchange parameter word are Jsed in this instruction only if 
the PRF is set.) 

ICSUE CONDITIONS 

X] register is free one clock after instrJction iSSUeS 
Xk register is free one clock after instruction issires 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

LXECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock oeriods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X register 
due to storage bank conf I icts o- other processor conflicts in 
storage access control. 

CPOO 

CPOI 

CPO2 

CPll3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

GPO6 

CP14 

CPLS 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Set X] reservation flag 

Transmit zeroes to operand register A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register C3 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to RA adder in IW module 
Transmit reference flag to JA module 

Transmit lower 8 bits of address to SAC 
Add RA or zero to address 

Transmit upper 12 bits of address to SAC. 

Acknow I edye from SAC 

Clear X] reservation flag 

Oata word arrives at the Y register 

c 



-------- __--- - ---- ------------- 

I 0220]]kk I kkkHkkkk I Read proqran at add-ess (P t K) to Xj c 0220 1 
_---------------------- [ 1 

I (28) I 
-------- 

rh is instruction reads a word out of memory at an absolute address formed 
:I y adding sign extended K to the current program address PI and enters 
that word in the X] register. (The memory reference address ?A and the 
T?mory field length FL from the exchange Darameter word are used in this 
instruction only if the PRF is set.) 

TPSUE: CONDITIONS 

X1 register is free one clock Deriod after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

FYECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock periods. 
Clelays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X register 
due to storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in 
storage access control. 

GPO0 Instruction issues from IPT 
Set Xj reservation flag 

CPOI Transmit P to operand register 4 
Transmit K to operand register 9 

CPOZ Integer add front half 

CPO3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to RA adder in IW module 
Transmit reference fJag to SA module 

GPO% 

GPO5 

CPO6 

CP14 

CP15 

Transmit lower 8 bits of address to SAC 

Transmit upper 12 bits of address to SAC 

Acknowledge from SAC 

Clear- X] reservation flag 

Data word arrives at the X register 



--- ----- --------------- 

I 0221jjkk I kkkkkkkk I Transmit P + 1( to XJ 
--------- ---- ---------- 

a------- 

l 0221 1 
[ I 
1 (29) 1 
----a--- 

This instruction forms the sum of the c urrent program adaress P plus a 
siqn extended increment K, and enters the result in the X] register. The 
result is a 64-bit word with 3's in the dpper 44 bits. 

Xj register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free three clock periods after issue 

txECUTION TIMING 

“40 execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO 1st instruction parcel in IPT 
Instruction issues 
Transmit j and k designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CP1 2nd instruction parcel in IPT 
Enter P in operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

CP2 Perform a partial add 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

CP3 Complete add operation and eqter result in Xi 



- -  -a-- _---a --v-e - - - - - - -  

I 0222] ]K<K I KKKYKKYK I Transmit K to X) 
_---w-e- _-------------- 

-------- 

[ II222 1 
[ 1 
[ (2A) 1 
------a- 

This instructio? enters the 2U-Dit program constant specified by the 
K fieM in the instruction in the lower 20 bits of the Xl register. 
The upper bits of X] are siqn exterlded. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

X] register is free one clock aeriod afte- instruction issues 
X register input Path is free two clock oeriods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPl Transmit K to operand register R 
Clear X] reservation flag 

CP2 Enter (El) in Xl 



- - - - - - - -  

--_-e-e- _--- c 0223 1 
I 0223)lOO I Transmit XA to Xl C I 
--_-e-e----- c (2D) 1 

-------- 

This instruction enters the b-bit exchange address (X4) portion of the 
exchange parameter word (XPWl in the Xl register. The k designator shout3 
be zero in this instruction. 

The XA portion of XPW contains the exchange oackage address with the 
lowest order 5 bits removed. These lowest order 5 bits of O’s are added 
in this instruction when XA is transmitted to Xl. 

----------------------- --M-B- --------------------__^____ I I 

XPW C mode I cond-I 99 I XA I FL I P 1 
----------------------- s---s- I 1 --_------------------------ 
53 39 \ 32 Oil 

\ 
\ 

\ 
u 

------------------------------------- ----me I I ------ 

CXJ) c O's I XA I O’s 1 
------------------------------------- -----w I I ---m-s 
63 12 05 04 00 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free two clock periods after issue 

CXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays Dossible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set X) reservation flag 

CPI Transmit XA to operand register R 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

CP2 Enter IB) in X] 

hlLl T E S 

1. If the k designator in tnis instruction is other than zero, the uPoer 
44 bits of XJ may be l’s since a copy of the uoper bit of the k 
designator is placed in the uoper 44 bits of Xl. 



-------- 

--_--------- r 0230 1 
I 0230xxkk I Set interlock flags from (Xk) 1 IPF 1 I 1 
------------ I (ZC) 1 

-_------ 

This instructio? sets the interlock flags soecified by the lower 
20 bits Of (Xk). ‘1’ bits in lower 20 bits of (Xk) set the corresponding 
bits in the ZO-bit interlock flag -egister. ‘0’ bits in (Xk) do not 
change the contents of the interlock flag register. 

The 1 designator and the upper 44 oits of Xk are ignored in this 
instruction 

This instruction will be executed only if the interlock flag IPF in the 
exchange parameter word is set. If IPF is not set, the instruction is 
executed as a pass instruction. 



------_- 

------------ [ 0231 1 
I 023Lxxkk I Clear interlock from (Xh) 1 IPFI [ 1 
------------ r (23) 1 

m-e--_-_ 

T7is instruction clears any of the 20 interlock flags specified by the 
lower 20 bits of (Xkl. ‘1’ bits il the lower 20 bits of (Xk) clear the 
corresponding bits in the ZO-bit interlock flag register. ‘0’ bits in 
(i(k) do not change the contents of the interlock flag register. 

The ] designator and the upoer 44 oits of (Xkl are ignored in this 
instruction. 

This instruction will be executed only if the interlock flag IPF in 
the exchange parameter word is set. If IPF is not set, the instruction 
wi I I oe executed as a pass instruction. 



--_--------- [ 0232 1 
I 0232))OO I t?ead interlock flags to (Xl) [ I 
__---------- 1 (2E) 1 

Tnis instruction enters the contents of the ZO-bit interiocrt register in 
the lower 20 bits of the X) register. O’s are entered in the upper 44 
bits of Xj. 

The k designator should be zero in this instruction. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

X1 register is free one clock peri afte- instruction issues 
X register input path is free two clock periods after issue 

FXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO Instruct ion issues from IPT 
Set XJ reservation flag 

CPl Transmit interlock register to operand register B 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

CP2 Enter (6) in X) 

NI)TES 

1. If the k designator in this instruction is not zero? the upper 44 
bits of X] may be l’s since the upper bit of the k designator is 
copied into the upper 44 bits of Xl. 



- - - -w- - -  

---e-e------ [ 0233 1 
I 0233]]00 I gead internal clock to Xl [ 1 
_----------- C (2F) 1 

-------- 

This instruction enters the ZO-bit current contents of the internal real 
time clock counter into the lower 20 bits of the X] register. O’s are 
entered in the upper 44 bits of X]. 

The k designator should be zero in this instruction. 

This instruction is intended orimarily for use in determining the elapsed 
time between selected points in program execcrtion. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register inout path is free two clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set X) reservation flag 

CPI Transmit RTC to operand register B 
Clear X] reservation flag 

CP2 Transmit operand register B to Xj register 

NOTES 

1. If the k designator in this instruction is not zero, the upper 44 
bits of X) may be l’s since the upper bit of the k designator is 
copied into the upper 44 bits of XJ. 



__-___--- ---------- ---- 
I 0300)] kk I kkkkkkkk I Jump to P + K 
----------------------- 

-------- 

[ 0300 1 
[ 1 
I (301 1 
-------- 

This instruction terminates the current program sequence a?d initiates a 
new sequence. The value of the K field from the instruction considered 
as a ZO-bi t positive integer is added to the current contents of the P 
register. No flrrther instructions are issued from the current instruction 
word. If the instruction address stack IAS contains an address equal to 
the new content of the P register, the corresponding instruction word is 
read to the current instruction word register CIW. If there is no address 
coincidence in the IAS an instruction fetch is initiated for the new 
program sequence. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

none 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execut ion time for this instruction is seven c lock Deriods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 Clock DePiOdS if the destination address 
is not in the IAS, Oelays may occur in this latter case due to stor- 
age bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage acce.ss 
control. 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

BRANCH IN STACK 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOI Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 8 

CPOZ Integer add front half 

GPO3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

CPO5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPO6 Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction can issue 

SRANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOI 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

GPO?- 

CPO8 

CP16 

CP17 

CP18 

CPL9 

CPZO 

C 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back ha I f 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA adder 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Transmit NSA to IAS rank 11 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction can isscle 

-------- 

[ 0300 1 
I 1 
I (30) 1 
-------- 



__--___ --mm------  - - - - - -  

I IlJ0l]]kk I kkkkkkkk I ccl1 I subroutine at P + K 
___-__----- ---- -_-- ---- 

-------- 

1 0301 1 
[ I 
1 (31) 1 
--we---- 

T?is instruction enters the current orog-am address P in the Xl register 
and causes the current progran address sequence to unconditionally branch 
to a new program address sequence Deginning at the address formed by 
adding the value of the K field from tne instruction considered as a 20- 
bit positive integer to the current contents of the P register. No 
further instructions are issued from the current instruction word. If the 
instr*dction address stack IAS contains a? address equal to the new content 
of the P register, the corresponding instruction word is read to the 
current instruction word register CIW. If there is no address coincidence 
iq the IAS an instruction fetch is initiated for the new program sequence. 

The return address is entered in the X] register by this instruction for 
use by the subroutine on completio?. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free 3 Clock periods after iSSUe 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven Clock periods if t-he 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock oeriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to stor- 
age bank conflicts or other processor conf licts in storage access 
control. 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

kj?ANCH IN STACK 

CPO3 Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOI Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 9 

CPO2 Integer add front half 
Transmit P b PRF to operand register A 

CPOJ Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 
Transmit (41 to Xj 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

CPO5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPOh Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction can issue 

Bt?ANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPO 1 

GPO2 

CPO.3 

CPO4 

CPU5 

CPO6 

CPO7 

CPOtl 

CP17 

CP13 

CPL9 

CP2 0 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

Integer add front half 
Transmit P 6, PRF to operand register A 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to ? register 
Transmit (A) to X] 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to NSA register 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Abort IWS rank 04-11 shift 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access COntrOl 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 
PITAS rank 11 coincidence 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction can issue 

------a- 

[ 0301 1 
[ 1 
[ (31) I 
-------- 



_-_-- -  _a--- - - - - - - - - - - - -  

I 0302))kk I kktikkkkk I Jump to P t Y if (X1 1 in range 
----------------------- 

-------- 
[ 0302 1 
[ 1 
[ (32) 1 
-------- 

This instruction causes the program sequence to branch to the current 
program address P plus a sign extended increment Y if (Xl) is in range, 
or continue the current program address sequence if (Xl) is not in range. 
(X)1 is not in range for any of the fol lowing cases: 

IX)) = 0111 1111 1111 xxxx ........... xxxx positive overflow 
(Xl) = 1000 OOrJO 0000 xxxx ........... xxxx negative overflow 
(Xl) = 0011 1111 Ill.1 xxxx ........... xxxx positive indefinite 
(Xl, = 1100 0000 0000 xxxx ........... xxxx negative indefinite 
(Xl) = OIXX xxxx xxxx xxxx ........... xxxx oositide out of range 
(Xl) = 10xX xxxx xxxx xxxx ........... xxxx negative out of range 

IS SUE CON0 XT IONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock periods if the ,destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to. storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access control. 
If (Xl) is not in range (branch fat 1 through), execution time is three 
c I ock periods 

3RANCH FALL THROUGH 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 designator to register modules 

CPOl Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 
Transmit (Xl1 flags to IA module 

GPO2 Begin integer add of (A) and (81 
Branch condition not satisfied 

GPO3 biex t instruction may issue 



CX ECUT ION T IrlING (continued) 

Cj<AIJCY IN STACK 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOl Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 8 

CPO2 Integer add front h,3lf 
t3ranch condition satisfied 

CPO3 Integer add back ha I f 
Transmit integer su? to P register 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

C?O5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPO6 Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction may issue 

!I?ANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOI 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CPO6 

CPO7 

CPO.3 

CP17 

C”1R 

CPlY 

CPZO 

,~ c/ 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

Integer add front half 
Branch condition satisfied 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to YA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to IFA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-------_ 

[ 0302 1 
[ 1 
[ (32) 1 
-----e-m 



- -  __-----__- ----a-- - - - -  

I 0303] Jkk I kkkkkkkk I Jump to P + < if (Xl) not in range 
----a-_ -m--w -----______ 

-----e-e 

1 0303 1 
[ 1 
[ (35) I 
----we-- 

This instruction causes the program sequence to branch to the current 
program address P plus a sign extended increment K if (Xl) is not in range, 
or continue the current program address sequence if (X)1 is in range. (Xl) 
is not in range for any of the following cases: 

(Xl, = 0111 1111 1111 xxxx ........... xxxx positive integer 
(Xl, = 1000 0000 0000 xxxx ........... xxxx negative overflow 
(Xl) = 0011 1111 iil l KXKX ........... XXXX positive indefinite 
(XI) = iloo 0000 0000 KXKX ........... XXXK negative indefinite 
(X1) = OIXX KXKX XXKK KXXX . . . . . . . . . . .  xxxx positive out of range 
(Xl) = 10Xx XXKX XXXX KXKX ........... XXXX negative out of range 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock oeriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access control. 
If (Xl) iS in range (branch fall through), execution time iS three 
clock periods 

BRANCH FALL THROUGH 

GPO0 Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 designator to register modules 

SPO 1 Transmit P to operand registe- A 
Transmit K to operand register B 
Transmit (Xl) f lags to IA nodule 

CPOZ Begin integer add of (Al + 13) 
Branch condition not satisfied 

CPO3 Next instruction may issue 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

nYANCti 

CPOO 

GPO1 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO? 

d;lANCH 

CPOO 

CPOI 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO7 

GPO8 

CPL7 

CPLS 

CP19 

CP20 

A 

IN STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register R 

Integer add front half 
Branch condition satisfied 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

Coincidence in 14s 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

OUT OF STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 3 

Integer add front half 
Branch condition satisfied 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-----e-e 

r 0303 1 
[ 1 
1 (33) I 
-------- 



__--------------------- 

I 0310))kk I kkkkkkkk I Jump to 2 t K if CX]) equal to 0 
----------------------- 

-------- 

[ 0.310 1 
[ 1 
[ (34) 1 
-----e-m 

This instruction causes the progran sequence to terminate and branch to 
the current program address P plus a sign extended increment K if (Xl) 
is equal to 0, or continue the current program address sequence if (X]) 
is not equal to 0. (Xl) is equal to 0 for both of the following cases: 

(Xl) = 00000000 ............ 00000000 plus zero 
(XII = 11111111 ............ 11111111 minus zero 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock Deriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access control. 
If (Xl) is not equal to zero (branch fall through), execution time is 
three c I ock periods 

3RANCH FALL THROUGH 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit 1 designator to register modules 

CPO 1 Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 
Perform partial zero test i? register modules 

CPO 2 Begin integer add of (A) t (a) 
Transmit partial zero test to IA module 
Complete zero test 
Branch condition not satisfied 

CPO3 Next instruction may issue 



EXECUTION TIMING (continue31 

YP,ANCH IN STACY 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOI Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

CPOZ Integer add front half 

CPO3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

CPO4 Coincidence iq IAS 

CPO5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPO6 Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction may issue 

ti?ANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

GPO1 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CPO6 

CPO7 

CPO5 

cp17 

CPlR 

CP19 

CP20 

,- .., 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 8 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to KA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-----we- 

[ 0310 1 
I 1 
[ (34) I 
e--e---_ 



___---------_---------- -------- 

I 0311])kk I kkkkkkkk I Jump to P + K if (XJ) not equal to 0 1 0311 I 
----------------------- [ 1 

[ (35) 1 
----e-e- 

This instruction causes the program sequence to terminate a?3 brancn to 
the current program address P plus a sign extended increment t( if (X)) is 
not equal to 0, or continue the current program address sequence if (X)) 
is equal to zero. (Xl) is equal to 0 for both of the following casest 

cxj, = 00000000 ............ 00000000 ~1~s zer3 
(Xl) = 11111111 ............ 11111111 minus zero 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock oeriods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 Clock periods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access control. 
If CXJ) is equal to zero (branch fall through), execution time is three 
c I ock periods 

3KANCH FALL THROUGH 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOl Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 8 

CPO2 Begin integer add 
Branch condition not satisfied 

CPO3 ^.. Next instruction may issue 



EXECUTION TIYING (continued) 

3YANCH IN STACX 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOl Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 8 

CPOZ Integer add front half 

CPO3 Inteyqer add back hat f 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

CPO5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CP06 Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction may issue 

BRANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOI 

CPO2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CPO6 

CPO7 

CPO8 

CP17 

CPl8 

CP19 

CPZO 

c 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 0 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA ad,dcr 
Transmit reference f lag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA reqister 

Upoer 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-------- 
I: 0311 1 
1 1 
I (35) 1 
-------_ 



----------------------- 

I 0312)) kk I kkkkkkkK I Jurn~ to P + 4 if (X]) is Dositive 
----------- ------------ 

-------- 

1 0312 1 
I 1 
[ (36) 1 
-------- 

This instruction causes the program sequence to terminate and branch to 
the current program address P plus a sign extended increment K if (Xl) 
is positive, or continue the current program address sequence if (XT) is 
negative. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIYING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock oeriods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 Clock periods if the destination address 
is not in the XAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access control. 
If (Xl) is negative (branch fall through), execution time is three 
clock periods 

BRANCH FALL THROUGH 

CPO 0 Instruction issues from IPT 

CPO 1 Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 13 

CPOZ Begin integer add 
Branch condition not satisfied 

CPO3 Next instruction may issue 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

H’IANCH IN STACK 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

GPO1 Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register 8 

cpoz Integer add front half 

CP0.I Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

CPO5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPO6 eead CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction may issue 

BSANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO7 

CPOR 

CP17 

CP18 

CPL9 

CP2 0 

C 

Instruction issues from XPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read Ii4S to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-------_ 

I 0312 1 
C 1 
[: (36) I 
----e--e 



____---- --------------- 

I 0313) jkk I kkkkkkkk I Jump to P t K if (Xl) is ?eqative 
_____-------- ---------- 

- - -w- - - -  

[ 0313 1 
1 1 
[ (37) 1 
w--s---- 

This instruction causes the program sequence to terminate a?d branch to 
the current program address P plus a sign extended increment K if (X)) is 
negative, or continue the current program address sequence if (Xl) is 
positive. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Kj register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instructioq is seven ClOCk periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock periods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in Storage access control. 
If (Xl) is positive (branch fall through), execution time is three 
clock periods 

BRANCH FALL THROUGH 

CPO 0 Instruction issues from IPT 

CPO 1 Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

CPO2 begin integer add 
Eranch condition not satisfied 

GPO3 Next instruction may issue 



EXECUTION TIrlING (continued) 

GPO2 

GPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CPOG 

CPO7 

I3ANCl-i 

CPOO 

GPO1 

GPO.2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CPO6 

CPO7 

CP08 

CPL7 

CP18 

CP19 

CPZO 

C 

Iri STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

Coincidence in IAS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

OUT OF STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit P to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register B 

, 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 



____--_-_- ------------- 

I 0320l)KK I KKKKKKKK I Call subroutine at address K 
-- __---_--- -__--------- 

---w-e-- 

[ 0320 1 
[ 1 
I (38) 1 
-------- 

This instruction enters the current program address P in the XJ register 
and causes the current program address sequence to unconditionally branch 
to a new program address sequence beginning at the address specified by 
the K field from the instruction. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after issue 

5XECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven CIOCK oeriods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock oeriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to 
storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access 
control. 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

::?ANCH IN STACK 

CPIIO Instruct ion issues from IPT 

CPill Transmit zeros to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register (3 

CPOZ Integer add front half 
Transmit P & PRF to operand register A 

GPO3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 
Transmit (Al to Xl 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

GPO5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPOb Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Next instruction may issue 

B?ANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOl 

GPO2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

GPO5 

GPO6 

CPO7 

CPOd 

CP17 

cpia 

CPLY 

CPZ!l 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit zeros to operand register A 
Transmit Y to operand register B 

Integer add front half 
Transmit P & PRF to operand register A 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 
Transmit (A) to Xj 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 
P/IA< ranK 11 coincidence 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

----__-_ 

[ 0320 I 
I 1 
r (38) I 



c 

------------ 

I 032lj)kk I Call subroutine at address (Xkl 
-- ---------- 

-------- 

1 0321 1 
[. 1 
r (39) I 
-------- 

This instruction enters the current orDgram address P in the X] register 
and causes the current program address sequence to unconditionally branch 
to a new program address sequence oeginning at address specified oy the 
contents of the Xk register. 

ISSUE CONUITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

iKECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock deriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to 
storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access 
control. 



FXECUTION TItlING (continued) 

!I? ANCH 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO7 

SRANCH 

CPOO 

GPO1 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO7 

CPO3 

CR17 

CP13 

CPlY 

CP20 

2 

IN STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit zeros to ooerand register A 
Transmit (Xh) to operand register 8 

Integer add front half 
Transmit P & PQF to operand register A 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to ? register 
Transmit (A) to Xi 

Coincidence in IAS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

OUT OF STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit zeros to operand register A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register f3 

Integer add front half 
Transmit P fi PRF to operand register A 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 
Transmit (A) to Xl 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 
P/IAS rank 11 coincidence 

Read IWS to CIW resister 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

- -w- - - - -  

r 0321 1 
[ I 
r (39) 1 
-------_ 



-------- 

-- __--__----- ---------- [ 0322 1 
1 0322) Jkk I kkkkkkkk I Call library routine at address K [ 1 
----------------------- [Clear P?Fl 1 (3A) 1 

-------- 

This instruction clears the program reference flag PRF. The X) register is 
cleared and entered with the current contents of the P register. The P 
register is cleared and entered with the value of the Y field. The IAS 
is cleared so that all address registe-s contain 3333333333. No further 
instructions are issued from the current instruction word. Any instruction 
fetcnes in process are discarded on arcival. A new instruction fetch is 
initiated for the absolute address now contained in the P register. 

This instruction is intended for use by an object orogram in calling a 
resident library routine which is outside of the oblect program field. The 
I( field in the instruction contains the absolute address of the library 
routine en trance. The return address is entered in the XT register by this 
instruction for use by the library routine on completion. 

The program reference flag PRF is cleared by this instruction so that the 
resident library routine code can be executed directly from the resident 
locations. Al I instructions exceot the ten data storage reference group 
instructions are executed in absolute mode. 

The instruction address stack IAS is cleared to avoid conflicts 
oetween the old ob]ect program which is relative to RA and the library 
routine addresses which are absolute. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock oerio3 after instruction issue 
X register input path is free three clock periods after issue 

-YECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 18 clock oeriods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the new instruction word at the 
processor IWS due to storage bank conflicts or other orocessor 
conflicts in storage access control. 



-------- 

[ 0322 I 
I I 
[ (3A) I 
-------- 

iXECUTION TIMIN; (cent inue3) 

CPOO 

C201 

CPO2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

GPO6 

CPO7 

CPOS 

CPi6 

CPl7 

CP18 

CP19 

CP20 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit zeros to operand pegister A 
Transmit K to operand register B 
Clear program reference f lag PRF 

Integer add front nalf 
Transmit P to operand register A 
Clear instruction address stack IAS 
Abort fetches in process 

Integer add back half 
Transmit operand register 4 to Xj register 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No P/IAS coincidence 
Set out-of-stack flag OSF 

Transmit reference flag to SA module 

Lower 8 bits of address to SA module 
Transmit P to NSA 
Transmit P to IFA 

Upper 12 bits of address to SA module 

Acknowledge from SA modtile 

Enter address in IAS 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 



------------ -------- 

I 0323)Ikk I Cal I 1 iorary routine at address (Xk) [Clear P?FI I 0323 1 
------_----- I I 

[ (38) 1 
--a----- 

This instruction clears the program reference flag PRF. The X register 
indicated by the ] designator is cleared and entered with the current 
contents of the P register. The P register is cleared and entered with 
the current contents of the X register indicated by the k designator. 
Tne instruction address Stack IAS is cleared so that all address registers 
contain 3333333333. No further instructions are issued from the 
current instruction word. Any instruction fetches in orocess are 
discarded on arrival. A new instruction fetch is initiated for the 
assolute address now contained in the P register. 

This instruction is intended for use oy an object program in calling a 
resident library routine which is outside of the object program field. 
The Xk register contains the absolute address of the library routine 
en trance. The return address is entered in the X) register by this 
instruction for use by the library routine on completion. 

The program reference flag PKF is cleared by this instruction so that 
the resident library routine code can be executed directly from the 
resident locations. All instructions Etith the exception of the ten 
data storage reference instructions are executed in absolute mode. 

The instruction address stack IAS is cleared to avoid possible 
conflicts between the old ob]ect program code which is relative to RA 
and the library routine addresses tihicrr are absolute. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issue 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issue 
X register input path is free three clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 18 clock periods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the new instruction word at the 
Processor IWS due to storage bank conf I icts or other processor 
conflicts in storage access control. 



-------- 
1 0323 1 
[ 1 
I (38) 1 

EXECUTION TIMING (cent inued) 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPOZ 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

GPO6 

CPO7 

CPOB 

CPl6 

CP17 

CP18 

CPI9 

CP20 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit zeros to operand register A 
Transmit Xk to operand register B 
Clear program reference f lag PRF 

Integer add front half 
Transmit P & PRF to operand register A 
Clear instruction address stack IAS 
Abort fetches in process 

Integer add back half 
Transmit operand register A to X) register 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out-of-stack flag OSF 

Transmit reference flag to SA module 

lower 8 bits of address to SA module 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to SA module 

Acknowiedge from SA module 

Transmit NSA to IAS 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Rea.3 CIW to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 



-_-----e--w- 

I 0330)jkk I Subroutine exit, computed Jump to (Xl1 f k 
-_---------- 

-------- 

1 0330 1 
[ I 
I (3C) 1 
--e--B-- 

This instruction terminates the current Drogram sequence an3 initiates a 
new sequence. The P register is cleared and entered with the integer sum 
of the content of the X register indicated by the J designator and the 
value of the k designator considered as a 4-bit positive integer. No 
further instructions are issued from the current instrtiction word. If the 
instruction address stack XAS contains an address equal to the new content 
of the P register, the corresponding instruction word is read to the cur- 
rent instruction word register CIW. If there is no address coincidence in 
the IAS an instruction fetch is initiated for the new program sequence. 

This instruction is intended for use by a subroutine in returning to a 
ca I I ing program. It may also be used as a normal unconditionai Jump to a 
computed destination. The k desiqnator is added to the content of the 
X register to provide a convenient vehicle for passing over error exit 
instructions when a subroutine is meturning to a calling program, 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 Clock periods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Uelays may occur in this latter case due to stor- 
age bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access 
control. 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

BRANCH 

CPOO 

CPOl 

GPO2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO7 

a? ANCH 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPO2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPO5 

CP06 

CPO7 w 

CPO a 

CP17 

cm8 

CP19 

CPZO 

XN STACK 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit Xl to operand register A 
Transmit k to operand register I3 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

Coincidence in IAS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

OUT OF STACK 

Instruct ion issues from IPT 

Transmit Xl to operand register A 
Transmit k to operand register B 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back hal f 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at XWS 

Read IWJS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-------- 

1 0330 I 
[: 1 
[ (3Cl 1 
-------- 



--m-e------- 

l 0331Jjkk I Library routine exit to 
-_---------- 

-------e 

(Xl) t k [set/clear PKFI [ 0331 I 
I 1 
r (30) 1 
------we 

This instruction sets or clears the program reference flag P?F. Bit 52 of 
(Xl) causes the PRF to be set if it is a “1” or cleared if it is a “0”. 

The P register is cleared and entered with the integer sum of the contents 
of the X] register and the value of the k designator considered as ? 4-bit 
oositive integer. The instruction address stack (IAS) is cleared so that 
all address registers contain dibits 3333333333. No further instructions 
are issued from the current instruction word. Any instruction fetches in 
process are discarded on arrival. A new instruction fetch is initiated 
for the relative address now contained in the P register. 

This instruction is intended for use bv a library routine oJtSide of the 
ob]ect program field. The X] register contains the return address of the 
calling oblect program relative to the ob]ect program reference address RA. 
The k designator is added to the object program return address to provide 
a convenient vehicle for passing over error exit branch instructions which 
may be encoded in the obJect program following the library routine calling 
instruct ion. Various error exits in the library routine may use different 
k values to select the various error exit branch instructions 

The program reference flag PRF is set by this instruction so that all fu- 
ture instruction fetches wil I be relative to RA. The instruction address 
stack IAS is cleared to avoid possible conflicts between the old library 
routine addresses which are absolute, and the new object program addresses 
which are relative. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

X] register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issue 

LXECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this inst-uction is 18 clock periods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the new instruction word at the 
processor IWS due to storage bank conflicts or other Processor 
conflicts in storage access control. 



EXECUT ION TIMING (continued) 

-------- 

1 0331 1 
[ 1 
I (30) 1 
--we---- 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPO2 

CPO3 

CPO4 

CPU5 

CP06 

CPO7 

CP08 

CP16 

CPI7 

CP18 

CP19 

CP20 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit X) to aperand register A 
Transmit k to operand register B 
Set PRF to bit 62 of Xl 
Clear IAS 

Integer add front half 
Clear instruction address stack IAS 
Abort fetches in process 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to P register 
Transmit integer sum to R4 adder 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out-of-stack flag OSF 

Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lower 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Add RA to integer sum 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Transmit NSA to IAS 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 
Advance NSA 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruct ion may issue 



----------------------- 

I 03321 Jkk I kkkkkkkk I Jumo to K 
------------------- -___ 

-------- 

1 0322 1 
L 1 
1 (3El 1 

Tnis instruction causes the current Dragram address sequence to uncondit- 
ionally branch to a new program address sequence beginning at the address 
specified by the value of the K field from the instruction. No further 
instructions are issued from the current instruction word. If the 
instruction address stack IAS contains an address equal to the new 
content of the P register, the corresoonding instruction wDr3 is read 
to the current instruction word register CIW. If there is no address 
coincidence in the IAS an instruction fetch is initiated for the new 
program sequence. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven Clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS. 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock oeriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this tatter case dire to stor- 
age bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access 
control. 

A 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

-------- 

1 0332 I 
[ 1 
I (3E) 1 

1339ANCH IN STACK 

CPOO Instruct ion issues from IPT 

CPPl Transmit zeros to operand register 
Transmit K to operand register B 

A 

CPO2 Integer add front half 

CPO3 Integer add back hal f 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

GPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

CPO5 Read ILLS to CIW register 

GPO6 Read CIW register to IPT 

CPO7 Uext instruction may issue 

g?ANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPO2 

GPO3 

CPO4 

GPO5 

CPO6 

GPO7 .. 

CPO8 

CP16 

CP17 

CPlR 

CP19 

CP2 0 

C 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit zeros to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register i3 

Integer add front half 

Integer ada back hat f 
Transmit integer sum to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lorter 0 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Transmit NSA to IAS ranh 11 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to GIN register 

LZead CIti register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 



_-B-_-e----- [. 0333 1 
I 0333xxxx I Exchange Exit C 1 
__---------- C (3F) 1 

This instruction causes the current Drogram sequence to terminate with an 
exchange Jumr, to address (XA) which is the absolute address of an exchange 
oackage. The lowest order 5 bits have been removed from (XA) because 
exchange packages reside in low storage addresses at address multiples 
of 32. 

The 1 and k designators in this instruction are ignored. The wrogram 
address stored in the exchange wackage in the terminatinq exchange Jump is 
advanced one count from the address of the current instruction word. This 
is true no matter which parcel of the current instruction word contains 
tne exchange exi t instruct ion. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

None 

EXECUTION TIMING 

CPO 0 

GPO 1 

CPO2 

CPO 3 

CPO4 

CPD5 

CPO6 

CPO7 

CPO 8 

GPO9 

c 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Exchange exit flag set in XPW in RD module 

Set interrupt flag in RD module 

Interruwt condition sent to IA module 

Clear CIW and IPT 
Clear IAS 
Abort fetches in progress 

Exchange sequence f lag set - may be delayed vraiting for: 
1) al I clear registers; 2) no fetch in progress 

All L’s to NSA 
Transmit XA to IFA 

Set storage sequence CPl for XPW 

Set storage sequence CP2 for XPW 
Transmit exchange count as read/write tag to Ri-3 module 
Transmit exchange count as address to IW module 
Advance exchange count 
Set one storage reservation 

Set storage sequence CP3 for XPW 

Send reference flag to SA moddIe for XPW 
Set storage sequence CPl for X register 33 



EXECUrION TIMING (continued) 

CPlO Send lower 8 bits of address to SA module 
Set storage sequence CP2 for X register 3.3 
Transmit exchange count as read/write tag to ;i3 module 
Transmit exchange count as address to IW moddIe 
Advance exchange count 
Set two storage reservations (block go exchange) 

CPII Send upper 12 bits of address to SA module 
Set storage sequence CP3 for X register 33 

CP12 Acknowledge from SA module (may be delayed by conflicts) 
Send reference flag to SA module for X register 33 

CP13 Send lower 8 bits of address to SA module 
Set storage sequence CP1 for X register 32 
Clear two storage reservations fjag 

The Sequence continues as above fo- the other registers. 

The setting of storage sequence CPI alternates between 
3 clock periods and 4 clock Periods for adjacent registers. 

----m--e 

[ 0333 I 
I 1 
1 (3F) 1 
-------- 

XPW or X 
Segister 

XPW CP06 CP21 
33 (F) 09 24 
32 (El 13 28 
31 (cl) 16 31 
30 (Cl 20 35 
23 (8) 23 38 
22 (4) 27 42 
21 (9) 30 45 
20 (8) 34 49 
13 (7) 37 52 
12 (6) 41 56 
11 (5) 44 59 
IO (4) 48 63 
03 (3) 51 66 
02 (2) 55 70 
01 11) 58 73 
00 (Cl) 62 77 

Set storage 
sequence CPI 

Enter word 
into register 

CP52 Set storage sequence CPI for X register 00 

CP63 Enter storage word into K register 10 
Set storage sequence CP2 for X register 00 
Transmit exchange count as read/write tag to ?!3 module 
Transmit exchange count as address to IW rnojale 
Advance exchange count 



EXECUTION TIMING (continued) ----v--- 

1 0333 I 
I 

C”64 

CP65 

CPGlj 

CPh7 

CP68 

CP63 

CP7 0 

CP73 

CP77 

CP78 

CP7 9 

CP8 0 

CP81 

CPR2 

I (3F) 1 
-------- Set storage sequence CP3 for X resister 00 

Send reference flag to SA module for X register 00 
End exchange sequence 

Send lower 8 bits of address to SA module 
Enter memory word into X register 03 
No P/IAS coincidence 
Set out-of-stack flag 

Send upper 12 bits of address to SA module for X register 00 
Send fetch reference flag to SA module 

Acknowledge for X register 00 from SA module 
Send lower 8 bits of fetch address to SA module 

Send upper 12 bits of fetch address to SA module 

Enter memory word into X register 02 
Acknowledge for fetch from SA module 

Enter memory word into X register 01 

Enter memory word into X register 00 

NSA to IAS rank 3.1 

Storage to IWS 
P/IAS rank II coincidence 

IWS to CIW 

CIW to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 



------------ 
I 113dn)jnn I Save lower (XJ) for 7 3its 
-------e-w-- 

- - - - - - -m 

[ 100x 1 
I 1 
[ (40) 1 
------se 

Trlis instruction reads a 64-bit operand from the XJ register, forms a masK 
(l’s in the lower n bits, O’s in the Joper bits), and oerforms a Dit-by-bit 
logical oroduct of (XJ) and the mask. The result is entered in the X] 
register. A sample of the instruction ooeration is listed below in binary 
notation. 

SamDIe: n = 000100 [n 1 

mask = 0000 ............ 0000 1111 
64-bit tX) 1 operand = 1011 ............ IOlil 1101 

----------------------------- 
64-bit (Xl) result = 0000 ............ 0000 1101 

ISSUE CONOITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free two clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIHING 

CPO 

CPl 

CP2 

“4 0 T E s 

1. 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit J and n designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

Read (XJ) to operand register A 
Enter l's in lower n bits of operand register 3 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

Enter logical product of (A) an3 (8) in Xl 

The m?+ximum number of mask bits which may be soecified 
by n is 63 decimal. 



--_--------- 
I 10lnlJnn I Blank lower (X1) for n 3its 
--_----e---- 

-----w-e 

[ 101X 1 
I 1 
[ (44) 1 
_------- 

Tfi is instruction reads a 64-bit operand from the XJ register, forms a mask 
(l’s in the lower n bits, O’s in the Jpper bits), complements the mask, and 
oerforms a bit-by-bit logical product of (X)1 and the complemented mask. 
The result is entered ih the X] register. A sample of the instruction 
operation is listed below in binary notation. 

Sample: (64 bits) 
n = 111100 [ <-------- n ------->] 

mask = 0000 1111 1111 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1111 

complemented mask = Ii11 0000 0000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0000 
(XI) initial = 1011 1100 1010 ..a..*...... 1101 

----------------------------------- 

(Xl) terminal = 1011 0000 0000 . . . . ...*.... 0000 

I<SUE CONDITIONS 

XI register is free one 
X register input path is free two clock periods after iSSUe 

EXECUTION TIMING 

CPO 

CPI 

CP2 

N3TES 

1. 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and n designators to register modules 
Set Xl reservation flag 

Read CXJ) to operand register A 
Enter l’s in lower n bits of operand register 6 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

Enter logical product of (A) and (3) complement in XI 

The maximum number of mask oits whicn may be specified 
by n is 53 decimal. 



__----- ----- 
I IOZnlJnn I Left shift (XJ) by n bits (Circular) 
__---------- 

-------- 

[ 102x I 
[ 1 
[ (48) 1 
-------_ 

This instruction reads a 64-bit operand from the Xl register, shifts the 
operand left circularly by n bit oositions, and rtrites the word back into 

tne Xl register. n is a 6-bit positive integer operand with the Z-bit 
i designator as the upper 2 bits and the K designator as the lower 4 bits. 

In the example below, the n designator is 000100. 

Sample (64 bits): CXJ 1 operand = 10110000......0000000 0 
(Xl) result . 00000000......00001011 

In a left circular shift operation, each bit shifted off the upper end of 
the 64-bit word is inserted in the lowest order bit position. 

This instruction is intended for use in data orocessing as distinguished 
from numerical computation, and is used whenever a data word is to be shift- 
ed to the left by a predetermined number of places. If the shift count is 
derived in the execution of a program, instructions 0012 or 0013 should be 
used. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xl register is free one clock period after issue 
X register input path is free three Clock oeriods after iSSUe 

EXtCUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set X) reservation flag 

CPl Read (Xl) to operand register A 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

CP? Begin operand shift 

CP3 Complete operand shift 
Transmit operand to X] 

1. The maximum shift count which may be specified by (Xl) is 63 decimal. 

3 -. If the shift count is 0 this instruction reads the operand from reg- 
ister X] and returns it unaltered to register XI. The timing for this 
case is the same as for the general case. 

3. If the operand oits are all L’s or all O’s they are treated in the 
same manner as any other bit pattern and the timing is the same as 
for the general case. 

c 



-------- ------------ 

I lCl3n)lnn I Fight shift (X)1 by n oits (with sign extension) [ 103x 1 
------------ I 1 

r (4C) I 
----e--w 

Tr7is instruction causes the shift crnit to read a 64-bit operand from the Xl 
register to operand register A, shift the operand right with sign extension 
by n bit positions, and write the word back into the Xl register. n is a 5- 
bit positive integer operand with the Z-bit i designator as the upper 2 bits 
and the k designator as the lower 4 bits. In the sample operations below 
the n designators are 111010 and 000011 binary. 

Sample (64 bits): CXJ) operand = 01000000......0000011 I 
n . 111010 (X)1 result . 00000000......0001000 0 

Sample (64 bits): 
n = 000011 

(XI) operand = 11000000......00100010 
tXj) result = 11111000....*.00000100 

Each bit shifted off the lower end of the 64-bit word is discarded and the 
highest order bit is replaced with a copy of the original operand sign bit. 

This instruction is used whenever a data word is to be shifted right with 
sign extension by a predetermined number of olaces. If the shift .COunt is 
derived in the execution of a program, iqstraction 0012 or 0013 should be 
used. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

X1 register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free three c lock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Set Xl reservation flag 

CPI Read (X)1 to operand register A 
Clear Xl reservation flag 

r,?Z Begin operand shift 

cp3 Complete operand snift 
Transmit operand to XJ 

1. The maximum shift count which may be specified by (Xl) 
is 63 decimal. 

c 



-- _----_------_-------- 

I lLiiJ]kk I kkkkkkkk I Integer SJTI of IX]) plus K to Xi 
----------------------- 

-------- 

r LlXX 1 
r 1 
r (5x1 I 
-------- 

This instruction forms the l’s complement sum of the 64-bit operand read 
from the X] register and the integer soecified by sign extended K. The 
result is entered in the Xi register. An overflow condition is ignored. 

II;SUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free three clock periods after issue 

‘XtlCUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issires from IPT 

cpo Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ] and k designators to register modules 
Set Xi reservation flag 

CPl Fnter (Xl) in operand register A 
Enter K in operand register 3 

CP2 Perform add operation 
Clear Xi reservation flag 

CP3 Enter result in Xi 



-- ---a- ----w 

I l?ii]]kk I Integer sum Of (X]) 31~s (Xk) t0 Xi 
___--------- 

-------- 
I 12xX I 
c J 
[ (6x1 J 
-m---e-- 

Tnis instruction forms a 64-bit l’s conplement sum of the operands read 
from the Xl and Xk registers and enters the result in the Xi register. 
Tne operands are assumed to be signed integers. An overflow condition 
is ignored. 

This instruction is intended for the addition of integers and is also 
useful in merging and comparing data fields during data processiny. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X) register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input path is free tnree clock periods after issue 

LXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit i, 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set Xi reservation flag 

CPl Enter (X1) in operand register A 
Enter (Xk) in operand register f3 

CP2 Perform add operation 
Clear Xi reservation flag 

CP3 Enter result in Xi 

1. If the J and k designators have the same value, the designated b4-bit 
operand is added to itself and the resulting sum entered in the Xi 
register. 

> 
L. If the i designator has the same value as the I designator or the 

k designator, this instruction becomes a replace add instruction. 
The initial (Xi) is added to the other operand and the result then 
stored back in the Xi register. 



- - ^ - - - - - - - I -  

I 1.3ii)Jkk I Integer diffe-encc? of (Xl) minds (Xk) to Xi 
------------ 

------es 

[ 13xx 1 
[ 1 
[ (7x1 I 
-------- 

Tnis instruction forms the 64-bit L’s conplement difference of the operands 
read from the XJ and Xk registers and enters the result of (Xl) minus (Xk) 
in the Xi register. The operands are assumed to be signed integers. An 
overflow condition is ignored. 

This instruction is intended for subtraction of integers and is also useful 
in comparing data fields during data processing. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one c lock after instruction isslres 
Xj register is free one c lock after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one c JOCK after instruction issues 
X register input path is free tnree clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit ir 1 and k designators to register modules 
Set Xi reservation flag 

CPl Enter (Xl 1 in operand register A 
Complement (Xk) and enter in operand register B 

CP2 Perform add operation 
Clear Xi reservation flag 

CP3 Enter result in Xi 

TES 

1. If the ] and k designators have the same valuer the designated 64-bit 
operand is subtracted from itself. The result is a positive zero 
entered in the Xi register. 

3 -. If the i designator has the same value as the J designator or the 
k designator, this instruction becomes a replace subtract instruction. 
The initial (Xi) is read as an oDerand, and the resulting difference 
is then stored in the same register. 



-_--e--e---- 

l ZOiiJlkk I Floating sum of (XI) ol~s (Xk) to Xi 
------------ 

- - - - -w- -  

I 20xX 1 
I 1 
[ (8x1 1 
------e- 

This instruction forms the double orecision sum of two floating point 
operands read from the X] and Xk registe-s and enters the normalized 
single precision -upper half of the resillt in the Xi register. 

The operands are not rounded in this operation and may or may not be 
normal ized. They are unpacked from floating point format a73 the exponents 
compared. The coefficient with the smaller exponent is shifted down by 
the difference of the exponents so as to align bits of corresponding 
si gni f icance, and a 97-bit adder forms a double precision l’s complement 
SUTl. A CB-bit result coefficient is read from the upper half of this 
sum. 

If an overflow of the highest order coefficient bit occurs during 
the addition processc the result coefficient is displaced one bit and 
the result exponent is corrected by one count. The upDer hal f resul t 
entered in the Xi register is normalized. 

This instruction is intended for use in floating point calcJJations 
where rounding of operands is not desired. This is the case in multiple 
precision arithmetic and in calculatio? involving error analysis. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock oeriod after instruction issues 
X register input path is free eight clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No.execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 



-------- 

[ zoxx 1 
[ I 
[ (8x1 I 
-^------ 

tXECilTION TIMINS (continued) 

CPO 

CP1 

CP2 

CP3 

C?4 

CP5 

CP6 

CP7 

CP8 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit I, ] and k designators to register nodules 
Set X] reservation flag 

Read (Xl) to floating add module FA 
Read (Xk) to floating add module FA 
Compare exponents 
Transmit coefficients to pre-add snift register 

Select smaller exponent 

Shift coefficients for bit alignment 
Transmit coefficients to 97-Dit adder 

Form double precision sum 

Transmit DP sum to bit position network 

Determine signif icant bit position 
Transmit result to shift netriork 

Perform 96-bit normalize shift 
Clear X) reservation flag 

Enter upper half of result in Xi 



------------ 

I 2LlijJkk I Floating difference of (Xl) minus (Xk) t3 Xi 
_- ---------- 

-----e-e 

[ 21xX 1 
[ 1 
[ (9x1 I 
---e--w- 

This instruction forms the floating point difference of two floating Point 
ooerands read from the X) and Xk registers and enters the normalized result 
of (Xl) minus (Xk) in the Xi register. The result entered in Xi is the 
uoper half of a double precision number. 

The operands are not rounded in this operation and may or may not be 
normalized. (Xk) is complemented. (X1) and the complemented tXk) are 
unpacked from floating point format. The exponents are cornoared and the 
coefficient with the smaller exponent is shifted down by the difference of 
the exoonents so as to align bits of corresponding significance. A 97-bit 
adder then forms a double orecision l’s complement sum and a kR-bit result 
coefficient is read from the upper half of this sum into the Xi register 
together with the result exponent. 

If an overflow of the highest order coefficient bit occurs during the 
a,jdi tion process1 the result coefficient is displaced one bit and the 
result exponent is corrected by one count. 

This instruction is intended for use in floating point calculations where 
rounding of opeands is not desired. This is the case in multiple precision 
arithmetic and in calculation involving error analysis. 

TSSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X register input oath is free eight clock oeriods after issue 

LXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 



---^---- 
1 21xX 1 
1 1 
c (9x1 1 
---s--w- 

EXECUTION TIMING (continued) 

CPO 

CPl 

CP2 

CP3 

CP4 

CP5 

CP6 

CP7 

CP8 

Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit i, J and k designators to register modules 
Set X] reservation flag 

Read (Xl) to floating add module FA 
Read complement of (Xk) to floating add module FA 
Compare exponents 
Transmit coefficients to pre-add shift register 

Select smaller exponent 

Shift coefficients for bit afignment 
Transmit coefficients to 97-bit adder 

Form double precision sun 

Transmit LIP sum to bit position network 

Determine significant bit position 
Transmit result to shift network 

Perform 96-bit normalize shift 
Clear X] reservation flag 

Enter upper half of result in Xi 

. 



__--- -----a- 

l Z,>ii)]kk I Floating Drorluct of (Xj) times (XI%) to Xi 
_-----me---- 

- - -m----  

I 22xx 1 
I I 
[ (Ax) 1 
-----e..- 

This instruction multiplies two normalized floating point operands read 
from the X] and Xk registers and enters the result in the Xi register. 
The result entered in Xi is the upper half of a double precision product. 

The two operands are unpacked from floating point format (the operands are 
not rounded). The exponents are added to determine the exponent for the 
resu I t. 

The coefficients are multiolied as sigTe3 integers to form a 96-bit double 
precision integer product. Tne upper half of this product is then extract- 
ed to form the GR-bit coefficient for the resillt. If the double precision 
Droduct has only 95 significant bits, a l-bit normalizing shift is perform- 
ed before extracting the upper half, and the exponent for the result is 

corrected by one count. 

This instruction is intended for use in single and multiple precision float- 
ing point calculations. Used together with the 012 instruction, this 
instruction forms a 95-bit double orecision oro3uct in two X registers with 
no loss of precision. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

Xk register is free one clock period after instruction iSSUeS 

X register input path is free eight clock periods after issue 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issiles from IPT 



[ 22xx 1 
1 1 
C (Ax) 1 
------em 

CXtCUTION TIMING (continued) 

CPO Instruction issues from IPT 
Transmit I, ) and k designators to register modules 

CPl Transmit (Xl) and (Xk) to floating multiply module MA 
Perform sign corrections 
Separate exponents from coefficients 

CP2 Form first 16x48 product 

CP3 Form second lbx48 product 

CP4 Form third 16x48 product 

CP5 Merge the three 16x48 products into 96-bit result register 

CP8 Enter upper 48 bits in Xi 



-_---------- 

I Zjiillkk I Branch backward i words if CXJl c (XK) 
------------ 

--w----e 

[ 23xx 1 
I 1 
[ (Bxl 1 
-------- 

This instruction causes the current program sequence to terminate and 
branch backward the number of words specified by the i designator if 
(X)1 minus (Xk) is negative, or continue the current program address 
sequence if (X)1 minus (Xk) is zero or positive. 

If the branch condition (X)1 e (Xk) is satisfied, the difference of 
the current contents of the P register and the i designator considered 
as a 4-bit positive integer becomes the new contents of the P register. 
No further instructions are issued from the current instruction word. 
If the instruction address stack IAS contains an address equal to the 
new contents of the P register, the corresponding instruction word is 
read to the current instruction word register GIN. If there is no 
address coincidence in the IAS, an instruction fetch is initiated for 
the new program sequence. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 

EXECUTION TIMING 

Execution time for this instruction is seven clock periods if the 
destination address is currently in the instruction address stack IAS, 
Minimum execution time is 20 clock oeriods if the destination address 
is not in the IAS. Delays may occur in this latter case due to storage 
bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in storage access control. 
If (X11 < (Xk) (branch fat I through), execution time is three clock 
periods. 

i3RANCl-i FALL THROUGH 

GPO0 Instruction issues from IPT 

CPO 1 Transmit (Xl1 to operand register A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register R 

GPO2 Begin integer add 
Branch condition not satisfied 

CPO3 Next instruction may issue 



EXEClJT ION TIMING (continued) 

YRANCH IN STACK 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPiJl Transmit (X)) to operand register A 
Transmit (Xkl to operand register I3 

GPO2 Integer add front half 
Branch condition satisfied 

CPO3 Select P - i input to P register 

CPO4 Coincidence in IAS 

GPO 5 Read IWS to CIW register 

CPOb Read CIW register to IPT 

GPO7 Next instruction may issue 

BRANCH OUT OF STACK 

CPOO 

CPOl 

CPOZ 

GPO3 

CPO4 

CPOLj 

CPOG 

CPO7 

CPO8 

CP17 

cp1a 

CPL9 

CPZJI 

c 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit (Xl) to operand register A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register B 

Integer add front half 
Branch condition satisfied 

Select P - i input to P register 

No coincidence in IAS 
Set out of stack flag OSF 

Transmit P to RA adder 
Transmit reference flag to storage access control 

Lorter 8 bits of address to storage access control 
Transmit P to IFA register 
Transmit P to NSA register 

Upper 12 bits of address to storage access control 

Acknowledge from storage access control 

Instruction word arrives at IWS 

Read IWS to CIW register 

Read CIW register to IPT 

Next instruction may issue 

-------- 

r 23xx 1 
1 I 
[ (6x1 I 
--a----_ 



__-- ----------------.---. 

I 30iiJjkk I kkkkkkkk I riead data at address 1x1) + K to Xi 
_-_-------------------- 

-------- 

r 3oxx 1 
1 I 
[ (Cx) I 
-------- 

This instruction reads a word of data from the ob)ect program storage 
field and enters that word in the Xi register. The storage address is 
determined by adding the sum of (X]) aqd the K field from the instruction 
t3 the object program reference address. 

A separate test is made to determine if the value of (Xl) t K considered 
as a 20-bit positive integer is equal to, or greater than, the current 
ooiect program field length. If this is the case? the ob)ect program is 
interrupted by setting the data field limit flag i? the exchange parameter 
riord and an exchange jump is made to the exchange address XA. 

ISSUE CONDITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
XJ register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this orocessor 

EXECUTION TI’1ING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock periods. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X register 
due to storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in 
storage access control. 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOl Transmit (Xl) to operand register A 
Transmit K to operand register D 

CPOZ Integer add front half 

CPO3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to RA adder in IW module 
Transmit reference flag to SA module 

CPO4 Lower 8 bits of address arrive at SAC 

Upper 12 bits of address arrive at SAC 

CP06 Acknowledge from SAC 

CP15 9ata word arrives at the X register 



---e-e --e-e- 

I 3liiJlkk I iiead ,data at address (Xl) + (Xk) to (Xi) 
------^----- 

---a--__ 

[ 31xx 1 
I 1 
[ (Ox) I 
-----e-w 

T?is instruction reads a word of data from the object program storage 
field and enters that word in the Xi register. The storage address is 
determined by adding the sum of (Xl) DIUS (Xk) to the object program 
reference address. 

a separate test is made to determiTe if the Jalue of CXJl DIJS (Xkl 
considered as a ZO-bit positive integer is equal to, or greater than, 
the current object program field lengtn. If this is the case9 the object 
p-orjram is interrupted by setting the data field limit flag in the 
exchange parameter word. The storage -efere?ce is aborted in this case 
and an exchange Jump is made to the exchange address XA. 

ISSUE CONOITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xl register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

cXECUTION TIMING 

Minimum execution time for this instruction is 15 clock periodk. 
Delays may occur in the arrival of the data word at the X register 
due to storage bank conflicts or other processor conflicts in 
storage access control. 

CPOO Instruction issues from IPT 

CPOl Transmit CXjl to operand registe- A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register t3 

GPO.2 Integer add front half 

CPO3 Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to iA adder in Ilrl module 
Transmit reference flag to SA module 

CPO4 Lower 8 bits of address arrive at SAC 

CPO5 Upper 12 bits of address arrive at SAC 

CPOb Acknowledge from SAC 

CP15 tlata word arrives at tne X register 



_---------------------- -------- 

I 32iiJJkk I kkkkkkkk I Store data at ad'dress (Xl) f K from Xi r 32xx I 
----------------------- 1 1 

I (Ex) 1 
-w------ 

This instruction forms an absolute address by adding the address indicated 
by the sum of (Xi1 and sign extended K to memory reference address RA from 
the processor parameter word XPW, and drites one word from the Xi register 
in to memory at that absolute address. 

If the memory field length FL is exceeded, the memory reference is aborted 
and an exchange lumo is made to the exchange address XA in the processor 
parameter word XPW. If a parity error occurs in reading the old data at the 
indicated memory address, the error is ignored and the processor operation 
continues in a normal manner. 

This instruction allows a processor to write data into memory from any X 
register. 

IjSUE CONI)ITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X] register is free one clock Deriod after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 



------------ 
1 33ii]]kk I Store data ,at address (X)1 + (Xk) from Xi 
------------ 

------me 

[ 33xx I 
1. 1 
[ (Fx) 1 
------es 

Tnis instruction forms an absolute address by adding the address indicated 
D,Y the sum of (Xl) an3 (Xk) to memory reference address ?A from the 
processor parameter word XPW, and writes one word from the Xi register into 
memory at that absolute address. 

If the memory field length FL is exceeded the memory reference is aborted 
and an exchange Jump is made to the exchange address XA in the processor 
parameter word XPW. If a parity error occurs in reading the old data at the 
indicated memory address, the error is ignored and the processor operation 
continues in a normal manner. 

This instructioq allows a processor to write data into memory from any X 
register. 

ISSUE CONC)ITIONS 

Xi register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
X] register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
Xk register is free one clock period after instruction issues 
A storage access buffer is available for this processor 

EXECUTION TIMING 

No execution delays possible after this instruction issues from IPT. 

CPO 

CPI 

CP2 

CP3 

CP4 

CP5 

CPh 

Instruction issues from IPT 

Transmit (X1) to operand register A 
Transmit (Xk) to operand register B 
Transmit (Xi) to SW modu le 

Integer add front half 

Integer add back half 
Transmit integer sum to RA adder in IW moclule 
Transmit reference flag to S4 module 

Lower 8 bits of address arrive at SAC 

UPDer 12 bits of address arrive at SAC 

Acknowledge from SAC 



APPENDIX 



I Y D E x 

A3BKEVIATION PAtiE 

i ) Indicates the contents of tne register, address, etc. 
soecified within the parentqesis 

A Operand register A 

Operand register B 

CIW 

cc, 

2A 

i - LI 

Current instruction word register 

Clock period 

Divide approximation functional unit A 

Divide approximation functional unit B 

4-bit instruction code 

Floating add functional unit A 

Floating add functional unit 0 

Field length 

1-O 

A-l 



I 

4-bit X register designator 

Lower 2 or 4 bits of 6 or- 8 bit instruction codes 

Instruction address stack modcrle 

Instruction address stack 

Instruction fetch address 

Inter-processor interlock flag 

Instruction parcel translator 

Instruction word stack nodAle 

Instruction word stack 

4-bit X register designator 

4-bit X register designator 

ZU-bit program constant 

Floating multiply functional unit A 

Floating multiply functional unit 3 

Memory bank module 

Monitor flag 

6-bit constant ir k 

Next stack address 

FP interrupt flag on overflow/indefinite 

A-Z 

1-o 

1-o 

1-o 

1-O 

1-O 

1-O 



P 

PO 
Pl 
PZ 
p3 

PRF 

s4 

SAS 

s 3 

s w 

sws 

XAC 

X3 

XDW 

Xi 

X! 

Xk 

XS 

X?W 

Program address register 

Processor 0 
Processor 1 
Processor 2 
Processor 3 

Program reference flag 

Reference address 

Register module, bits 00-15 

Register module, bits 16-31 

Register module, bits 32-47 

Register module, bits 48-63 

Record f I ag 

Storage access control module A 

Storage address stack 

Storage access control module 13 

Storage word stack module 

Storage word stack 

Externa I access con tro I 

X register specified by it ) 9 or k designators 

X register data words 

X register specified by i designator 

X register specified by I designator 

X register specified by k designator 

X register specified by storage readout 

Exchange parameter word 

1-O 

2-13 

1-O 

1-O 

1-o 

2-13 

A-3 



QUATERNA.?Y 
(di-bits) 

0 
I 
2 
3 

OCTAL DECIMAL HEXADECIMAL 

10 4 
11 5 
12 6 
13 7 

20 10 8 

21 11 9 
22 I2 10 
23 13 11 

30 14 12 
31 15 13 
32 16 14 
33 17 15 

100 20 16 10 
101 21 17 11 
102 22 18 12 
103 23 19 13 

110 24 20 14 
Ill 25 21 15 
112 26 22 16 
113 27 23 17 

120 30 24 18 
121 31 25 19 
122 32 26 1A 
123 33 27 IB 

130 34 28 1C 
131 35 29 10 
132 36 30 1E 
133 37 31 1F 

200 40 32 20 
201 41 33 21 
202 42 34 22 
203 43 35 23 

210 44 36 24 
211 45 37 25 
212 46 3R 26 
213 47 39 27 

220 50 40 28 
221 51 41 29 
222 52 42 ZA 
223 53 43 28 

a-1 



230 54 44 2c 
2.31 55 45 2iJ 
232 56 46 2E 
233 57 47 2F 

300 60 48 30 
351 61 49 31 
302 62 50 32 
303 63 51 33 

310 64 52 34 
311 65 5.3 35 
312 66 54 36 
313 67 55 37 

320 70 56 38 
321 71 57 39 
322 72 58 3A 
323 73 59 3 B 

330 74 60 3c 
331 75 61 30 
332 76 62 3E 
333 77 63 3F 

1000 100 64 40 
1100 120 80 50 
1200 140 96 60 
1300 160 112 70 

2000 200 128 80 
2100 220 144 90 
2200 240 160 A0 
2300 260 176 BO 

3000 300 192 co 
3100 320 208 DO 
3200 340 224 EO 
3300 360 240 FO 

10000 400 256 100 
20000 1000 512 200 
30000 1400 768 300 

100000 2000 1024 400 
200000 4000 2048 800 

.,. 300000 5000 3072 coo 

1000000 10000 4096 1000 
2000000 20000 a192 2000 
3000000 30000 I2288 3000 

10000000 
20000000 
30000000 

40000 
100000 
140000 

16384 
32768 
49152 

4000 
a000 
coo0 

100000000 200000 65536 10000 
200000000 400000 131072 20000 
300000000 600000 196608 30000 

1000000000 1000000 262144 40000 

B-2 


